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autos; members of the Red Cross, City
Government and many citizens in autos.
At the cemetery the regular exercises
were held at the G. A
R. lot by their
Rost officers and also at the Legion lot by
their officers with regulation salutes at
each. The floral displays in each section
of the cemetery were unusually fine, consisting both of cultivated and wild flowers.
For this season of the year there is
an abundance or the latter.
The increa
number
of flags and markers scattering
ed throughout the cemetery and also the
white crosses of the Legion are silent yet
impressive reminders of courage and sac-
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There are 34
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by 68 delegates and
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Mrs. Wm. F. Thompson of
Bangor sionary, he gave pictures of the rise of a
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had.
The music committee have secured the
Belfast band to lead the parade on Friday
night just before the banquet, when the
boys will march from the Baptist church
down High to Church, up Church past
the Court House to High street and then
through the business section of the city
to Miller street, up Miller to the Methodist church, where the banquet will be
served and the first evening of the convention will be spent with speaking
around the tables. President Roberts of
Colby College and Ex-Gov. Milliken will
be the principal speakers.
Saturday morning the meeting will be
at the Uuiversalist church at which time
the convention officers will be elected.
Some boy will have the honor of becoming president of Waldo county’s first Boys’
Convention. Saturday afternoon a free
program of sports have been arranged
and it is planned to have ball games,
races, etc., something doing every minute. Saturday night supper will be served at the Methodist vestry for all boys
and leaders, not including those from
Belfast. In the evening the meeting will
be at the Congregational church, at
which time many new and interesting
features will be introduced.
Sunday morning the boys will attend
church with the people by whom they
are being entertained.
Sunday afternoon
the meeting will be for men and boys
only and will be held in the Unitarian
church. Sunday evening, the last meeting of the convention, will be at the
Methodist church and it will be a mass
meeting for all who wish to attend. It
is expected that a large number will be
in attendance besides the two hundred
boys and leaders, who are registered d 1egates. This church will seat about four
hundred.
As soon as the executive committee
can complete the registration people who
are to entertain will be notified as to the
At
number of boys to be sent them.
present there seems to be an abundance
of room for these welcome guests, but the
committee in charge will do their best to
equalize the .matter of entertainiug
them.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Elden H. Shute will be interested to learn
that Mr. Shute has been appointed Maine
Mr.
Central agent at Phillips station.
Shute and his elder son Eldeu Jr., were
in town over Sunday at the home of his
parents, Capt. and Mrs. E. S. Shute.
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose J. Morrison and
John of
Brunswick were guests
over Memorial
Day of Mrs. Clara M.
Mathews.
son
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Jersey Suits

us

plaid skirts, coat trimmed to match, others
r.ixed goods. These start as low as $12 50.

show you.

'tternoon and

^gandies, Voiles and Ginghams—some plain,
"h^s in, pretty designs. You are sure to appreciate
l,ese dainty, cool dresses on these*hot summer
drys.
,J,iced special
•xjut

at

forget

$4.45
our

or

Plaid Skirts and Chick
week-end
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ex-

trip.

Truly yours,

the DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP
lJ'gh Street,

next to

WANTED AT

Pullman’sPantsFactory
Bridge Street, Belfast.

up.

Sweaters and ^louses
cursion

30 MORE STITCHERS

Party Dresses

Colonial Theatre.

Tel. 249-3

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
YOU

are

cordially invited

to attend the bacca-

laureete service for the Belfast
Sunday, June 5th, at 10.45 a. m.

Mrs. Edward Payson and Mrs. Warren
Gardner both of Rockland were recent
guests of Mrs. George Miller.

The Knox-Waldo Music Festival

PERSONAL
Mrs. I.ucy S. Hall has returned home
from Bethel, Vt., where she spent the
winter.

The sixth annua) music festival of tha
High schools of Knox and Waldo counties
was held at the opera house in Camdea
Friday evening, May 27th, with a crowded house.
The schools represented were Camden,

Mrs. Lizzie Owen McCabe of Bangor
week in Belfast, her former home.
is spending a

Mrs.

CENTS~

Rockport, Rockland, Thomaston, Warren,
Union, Vinalhaven, North Haven, Islesboro, Belfast, Se irsmont, Brooks, Winterport, with a chorus of about threa

I.

Frankel will return today,
Thursday, from a short buying trip to
New York.
Edward Evans and family and Miss
Josephine Littlefield spent Memorial Day
in Wiscasset.
Mrs. Norman S. Donahue and baby son,
Merrill Lancey, are guests of her parents
in Hartland.
Miss Marion Bartlett of Eastbrook
spent the week-end and holiday with her
*
aunt, Mrs. Royal.

hundred pupils under the direction of
Miss Margaret G. Ruggles of
Thomaston;
an orchestra of
forty pupils led by Dr. J.
E. Luce of Thomaston, with Miss Gertrude
Saville of Rockland, accompanist.
The best of feeling prevailed in themanagement and among the pupils,as the

return cheers of the two counties indicated. With one exception, the soprano
solo with violin accompaniment, Farewell, Sweet Flower, by Stedman, the entire program was carried out. This number was omitted on account of the absence of
Ragnhild Heistad and Pauf
Brainard of Rockport. The program:
Isenman
Orchestra, The Eagle’s Nest,
Parker
Chorus, Springtime Revelries,

J. W. Burton, who has been in Delray, J
Mrs. George C. Sauer was called to
Fla., for the winter, arrived Saturday to I Boston Wednesday by the serious illness
of her brother.
spend the summer in Belfast.
t
Mr. and Mrs. George A, Gilchrest of
Mrs. Emma B. Walton of Waterville )
has been the guest the past week of her Thomaston were in Belfast last Saturday
calling on friends.
son, Harry B. Walton, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Noah L. Page and son
Mrs. Fred C.
Morrill
of Medford,
Chopin
Earl were guests over Sunday of Mr. and Violin, Nocturne,
Mass returned home last Saturday after
Trygve Heistad, Camden. Miss AdeMrs. G. E. Kittredge.
!
a visit with Mrs. Mary C.
Mansfield.
lia Morse, Camden, at the piano.
Mrs. John A. Booker of Coopers Mills
Gounod
Frank B. Condon of the Augusta Y. M arrived
Chorus, Send Out Thy Light,
recently to visit her nephew, Double
|
Male Quartet,
C. A. arrived Friday for a brief visit R. H. Southard and
My Mammy’s
family.
Loomis
with Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore.
Voice,
| Mr. and Mrs. William B. Getchell and
Messrs. O’Brien, Glendenning, Record,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Foliett and lit- daughter Polly arrived by auto
Saturday
Curtis, Filield, Harrington, C'rie, Roltle daughter Ruth left Saturday to spend for a few days visit at their
cottage on
lins of Rockland.
a few days with Dr. and Mrs. F.
E. Fol- Condon shore.
Chorus, a. Annie Laurie.
iett.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Webber and
b. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton.
c. The Campbells are Coming.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Temple and daugh- Mr. and Mrs. Pierre R. Werner returned
ter Louise of Lewiston were guests over Monday from a trip to Rangeley Lake
Quartet: Misses Spear and Wescott,
Messrs. Scott and Parker of Belfast.
Memorial Day of Mr. and Mrs. Elijah in the Webber car.
Ritchie.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrick, who re- Miss Beulah Young, Belfast, at the piano
Schubert
Soprano, Who is Sylvia?
Mr. and Mrs. E. M Washburn of Lew- cently sold their farm in Palmyra, are
Evelyn Lord, Rockland.
of Mr. and Mrs. E. s. Bowker
iston arrived Saturday to spend a few guests
and plan to lccate here.
Orchestra, Fifth Nocturne, Op. 52,
days with their daughter, Mrs. William
Leybach
Miss Lovisa Fuller, formerly of SearsM. Randall.
Out on thb Deep,
Molloy
mont, has returned to Assonet, Mass., Chorus,
Dr. and Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee and after
PART II
several weeks with her
spending
Mrs. Albert D. Mowry returned Wedsister, Mrs. Rose F. Fahy.
Soprano—The Maid and the Rose,
nesday from a few days visit in camp at
De Koven
Mrs. Mary B. Smith was in Belfast
Swan Lake.
Lucile Hall, Camden. Miss Marion
I recently while on an auto trip from
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. T. Cummings of Newtonville, Mass., to Northport, where
Horne, Camden, at the piano
j
Chorus—A Merry Life,
Orono were in Belfast for a short time she will spend the summer.
Denza
Baritone—The Vanguard of the King,
Friday while on an auto trip to Portland,
Mrs. L. W.
Alexander of Portland
I
their former home.
Bailey
autoed to Belfast Friday to spend MemRalph Oxton, Thomaston. Margaret
Joseph A. Monteiiore of Waterville was orial day with her aunt, Mrs. C. J.
at
the
piano
Thomaston,
Hanley,
in Belfast Saturday calling on friends Richardson and other friends.
Chorus—Barcarolle from “Les Contes
while on his way to Temple Heights to
Mrs Martha E. Hammond was called
Offenbach
ri’Hoffmann,”
remain over Memorial Day.
to Belfast last Monday from
Andover,
Semi-Chorus: Misses Dugan, Doherty,
the
!
serious
Mass.,
by
illness
of
her
Mrs. John E.
Thomas, Burkett, Winslow, Snow,
Wright has returned
from Portland, where she attended the J mother, Mrs. Alveda J. Stratton,
Brown of Rockland, Miss Burkett
of Thomaston.
State meeting of the Pythian Sisters,as a i
G. H. Cargill of Pittsfield formerly of
Selected
representative of Golden Cross Chapter.
Liberty, called at the Journal office Contralto,
Charlotte Knowlton, Belfast
! Tuesday while in Belfast on business. He
George Tapley of the Portland High was
Chorus—Battle Hymn from “Aida,”
registered at the Windsor Hotel.
school aud Theodore Smith of Colby ColVerdi
Rev.
Fr.
Francis
arrived
uncle
who
to
visit
their
lias
lege
McPartland,
recently
Adamowski
Violin—Air de Ballet,
and aunt, Dr. and Mrs. Eugene D. Tap- i been supplying the St. Francis church I
Bertha Luce, Thomaston
during Rev. Fr. T. J. O’Mahoney’s abley.
Boieldieu
Orchestra—Calif of Bagdad,
sence in Ireland, will leave this week for
Veazie
Chorus—Morning Ramble,
Nathan H. Small returned to Eastport Orono.
Saturday after a few days’ visit at his
Miss Helen, daughter of Principal and
home in this city.
Mrs. Small accompaWHIT TEN-CH APLES.
nied him and will remain there a few Mrs. Harry A. Foster, accompanied by
her cousin, Miss Laura Beady, left Friweeks.
The residence of Mr. and Mrs. George
1 day to spend the summer with relatives
W. Chaples, 217 High street, was the
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith, Mrs. ! in Weld.
scene of a very pretty wedding WednesSusan D. Clark and Miss Dorothy Smith
! Mr. and Mrs. George C. Trussell have day evening. May 25th, when Inez Georof Bangor were in Belfast Tuesday to
returned from an autc trip including gia, their only daughter, became the
attend the funeral of Mrs. Charles E.
\ visits in Portland and Boston. At the bride of Leon Burleigh Whitten of this
Johnson.
latter city they were guests of Mr. and city. The home was attractively deco
Miss Katherine
Kittredge returned Mrs. B. B. Grant.
rated with an abundance of white lilacs
Monday from Allston, Mass, where she |
Dr. Carl H Stevens of this city and and blue violets. Only relatives and a
spent Sunday with her sister. Miss Helen Dr. S. L. Fairchild of Searsport will few,friends were present. The bride's
Kittredge, a student at Miss Mary E. spend next week in Boston attending the cousin, Mrs. Annie C. Black, played the
Pierce’s sectarial school.
American
Medical Association. They wedding march and Rev. Wm. Vaughan
of East Belfast officiated with the double
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall T. Martin and will return home Saturday.
ring service. The bride’s gown was of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Guthrie, Mrs. Rena
children of Providence, R. I., arrived last
white embroidered crepe de chene and
Friday by auto as guests of Mrs. Mar- H. White, Miss Mildred I. Darby, Miss i
she carried a shower bouquet of white
shall’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. George R. Elizabeih M. Clements and Sam’l R.
her cousin,
Locke left Saturday in the Locke car for I roses. She was attended by
Doak, and other relatives.
Mrs. Harry C. Snow, who wore rose cola pleasure trip to Quebec and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Whittaker and
ored silk poplin and carried white pinks,
the ceremony!
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carter were called
Bureau of Information at Wash- The reception followed
to
West
Franklin
to
attend
the
recently
I INGTON. It is the wish of the President when ices and assorted cake, including a
the
funeral of their sister, Faustena Whittawedding cake cut bv
that visitors to the seat of government dainty
Misses Mildred Black
ker, wife of E. E. Coombs.
shall have every opportunity to get full- bride. Her cousins,
The
served.
and
Doris
Chaples,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Marden of \ information concerning all governmental
after
soon
left
bride
and
Windsor, formerly of this city, have | departments. It is especially his desire for a sho t groom
Maine.
in
auto
trip
been guests several days of Mrs. Anna- that all those who come to Washington
The bride graduated from the B. H. S. in
bel Miller Underwood, and have called on to transact business with any department,
1909 and clerked for several years in the
or bureau of the government may quickly
some of their home friends.
For some
sireet.
Mixer store on Mai
as to the exact location and
advised
be
Mr. and Mrs. Morris L. Slugg returned
time she has been employed in the office
means of reaching the particular departSaturday from an auto trip to Boston.
of the Norton Garage on High street.
or bureau in which they desire to
They were accompanied by Herbert H. ment
Mr. and Mrs.
transact. For this purpose there has been The groom is the son of
who
was
on
his
home
from
way
Stevens,
but tor the
established a Bureau of Information on Richard Whitten of Unity',
a business trip to Boston and'Chicago.
as mathe ground lloorof the Post Office Depart- past two years has been employed
They were
Miss Mabel C. Swett, now in the ment
building, located on Pennsylvania chinist in the Norton garage.
Brunswick office of the Pejepscot Pulp & Avenue at Twelfth Street, which is in the recipients of valuable gifts, showing
Paper Company, returned Tuesday after ! charge of competent people who will the nigh regard of many friends. For the
spending a few days with her parents, definitely answer queries of this char- present they will make their home with,
|
the bride’s parents.
Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett of this city. acter. The public is advised of this ar
Miss Sadie Jenkins, who has been em- rangement and invited to make use of
Mrs. David Field of Machias is visiting
ployed in the office of Leonard, Stevens j the facility.—Will H. Hays, Postmaster
& Bearce Co., returned Monday to her General.
her mother, Mrs. Abbie F. Salisbury.
■

She will take an
home in Great Works.
account of ill
extended vacation on
health.
Mrs. Elizabeths. Walker and son, Willard H. Walker, returned last Wednesday from Kockland, where they spent the
winter
Her daughter, Mrs. E. H Berry,
accompanied her home for a few days’
visit and Mr. Berry came up for the day.
Mr. and Mrs, Hugh D McLellan of
Lexington and Boston arrived last week
to remain over Memorial day as guests of

Mrs. McLellan’s parents, Hon. and Mrs
Clarence O. Poor. They will occupy the
Howes cottage at North Shore again this
season.
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The finance committee reported having secured funds amounting to about
$400 which will be sufficient to pay all
the bills necessary to give the boys one
of the be?t conventions they have ever

Come in and look them over.'

n t

ie

leaders.

We also have for sale a few second
hand cars, all in good condition.

ailoring. Wonderfully Low Priced
A Sport Suit tor $13.50

Wool

Boys’

We have all sizes in Cord and Fabric and
will GIVE A NEW TUBE with every tire
sold during the week beginning June 4th.

Summer Suits
The

County

The last meeting of the executive committee was held May 31st at which time
a
report was made by each committee
chairman. Committee on entertainment
reported having secured places for 127
boys with board and room; 97 places for
room only and $127 in cash to pay for
board which means free entertainment
for not less than two hundred boys and

FjyE

PERSONAL

|

Wise Buyers
Use Racine Tires

Proprietor

JUNE SALE OF

Materials.

The afternoon closed with a communion service conducted by Rev. G. C.
Sauer, assisted by Rev. T. M. Howes and
Rev. Alex. Henderson, deacons.
| Dr. B. E. Larrabee of Islesboro was it
The evening session opened by a song Belfast Saturday on professional business,
service conducted by J. A. Paquette and
Mrs. W. A. Walker and Mrs. William
the chorus choir.
Devotion by Rev. E.
Hook of CBStine spent last Wednesday it
P. Kimball, Islesboro. Address on “A
this city,
Christian Education,” by Rev. Alex. ;
Miss Ethel Rogers left recently foi
Henderson of W aterville, Sunday school I
director for Baptist convention of Maine.
Dorchester, Mass., where she has emIllustrated lecture by Dr. Stait of India ployment.
showing nearly a hundred views taken by
Daniel H. Strout arrived
Thursday
him in the 34 years of service there. A
from Lawrence, Mass., where he spent
lecture never to be forgotten by those the
winter with relatives.
who heard it. So closed a most successful meeting.
Mrs. W. J. Bailey returned to Brunswick Tuesday after spending a few days
Waldo
Convention with relatives in this city,

25c

pkgs.
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Frederick W. Brown arrived home
Saturday from St. Cloud, Fla., where he
With Mrs. Brown he
spent the winter.
has been visiting relatives in Warsaw,
Mrs.
N. Y., and Springfield, Mass.
Brown remained in Springfield for a few
weeks and will be accompanied home by
her sister, Mrs. Dora M. Engle.
Dr. and Mrs. Elmer Small, worthy matron! and patron of Primrose Chapter, O.
E. S., were in Portland several days the

past week to attend the sessions of the
State Chapter. They were accompanied
by Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn and Mrs. O. S.
Vickery. Dr. Vickery also attended on
his way home from a business trip to
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge S. Pitcher of
Beltast and Auburn motored to Camden
Friday to attend the Knox-Waldo Musical
Festival and to hold an impromptu recep
tion for their many Belfast friends present. The idea of the festival was original
with Mr. Pitcher while teacher of musie
in the B. H. S., and he has always attended these annual events since.

Saturday’s issue of the Bangor Commercial has the following news of Hal R.
Eaton, a former principal of the Belfast
High school:
“Hal R. Eaton, principal of English
High school, Lynn, Mass., formerly principal of Bangor High school, has been
elected to the principalship of Manchester, N. H., High school and has accepted
the appointment to take effect next fall.
The Manchester school is larger than the
one at Lynn and the election is another
step upward for Mr. Eaton with a substantial increase in salary. Mr. Eaton,

High School who has been very cessful at Lynn,
elected at meeting of the ManchesSermon by
ter High school board Wednesday of this
week
and accepted shortly afterward.
our pastor, Rev. William
Vaughan. Special GeorgetheL. Manchester
Hopkins, who has been princischool for the past
pal of
music by the choir.
two years, recently resigned his position
after serving in the schools of MancheaExecutive Committee First Universalist Church ! ter
for 41 years.’’
su

was

a

AUT0M0BIL1STS’
ATTENTION CALLED TO

Waldo

County

Motors Co.

Repairs and Service on cars of
by first-class mechanics.
Towing jobs a specialty.

all makes at all

times

Carload of Dorts Just Arrived
H. C.

McCORRISON, Proprietor
L. L.

::

PERRY, IVlanager

BACKING

::

You need good backing. So does a bank. We invite your careful scrutiny as to the character of
the men behind this Bank. We claim for them
that they are practical, experienced, able and successful. They are the kind of people, we believe,
with whom you want to be in touch IN ALL BUSINESS RELATIONS.
We pay 2°!o interest

on

Waldo Trust

checking accounts

Company

BELFAST
BROOKS

CASTINE

UNITY

The Bad and untimely death of Mr.
has just
reached me in California. As we were

Belfast, Thursday, June 2, 1921

Volney Thompson of Montville

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

tend our sympathy to the bereaved family
in this hour-of their deep sorrow. It is
hard to lose our ioved ones, but God
knows best and we humbly bow to his
will. His passing seems especially near

BRGWN. Editor.

A. 1.

for one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS,
one' inch length in column, 50 cents for
one week and 35 cents for each subsequent

to us,

insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms.
a year, $1.00 for six months; 50 cents
or three months.
$2.00

QUOTATION
‘Hail banner of

land,

lative

Great ensign of the free.
We love the glorious stars and stripes
Emblem of liberty.
Hold high the cross, unfurl the flag,
May they forever stand
United in our hearts and hopes
God and our native land.”

THE

SALES

TAX

MEMORIAL BUILDING.
The bill to provide for a Sales Tax was
Introduced several weeks ago by Senator
Smoot of Utah. This matter is of great

'-

Importance and, although public sentiment seems to be favorable to the enactment of this bill, few people have any
definite knowledge concerning its provisions and requirement.
They have
become thoroughly disgusted with the
tax

on

tickets

ice cream, soft drinks, passenger
and other petty taxes. They

know that the income tax and the

because when

scoured your silverware
six times, you’d know that it was
clean, wouldn’t you? T hat’s the way
we feel about the wheat for

young man he

a

learned the carriage trade of our late
father, Mr. George A. Gowen, and was a
member of our family for some time. As
a little boy playing among the shavings
in my father's shops at the Center I can
see “Vol” as he looked then, a young
vigorous fellow, pushing the plane and
occasionally asking father a question
about the work. I also remember his
hearty laugh and gayety of spirit. After
learning his trade he entered into business for himself. *He bought the old
schoolhouse which had stood for so many
years at the Center and converted it into
a blacksmith shop.
Then he built a large
building which he used for his wood shop,
painting and trimming of his carriages,
and it was here for fifty years he carried
on a large and extensive business.
But
“Vol” is dead. After an active, successful business life bis spirit has joined that
choir invisible “whose music is the gladness of the world.”
Hail and farewell to
him.
I am glad to pay this brief tribute
to the memory of my tri-nd who has
answered thj summons of the Great

WILLIAM TELL
FLOUR
One

or two scourings might do for an ordinary flour, but William Tell is not an
ordinary flour. So we scour our wheat six
times, one after another, until we know
that it is perfectly clean.

We then take off the outside hull and use
only the fine rich inside portion of the

grain.

Master.

Considering the way it’s made,
surprising that William Tell is

“Cold in the dust the perished heart may

lie,

But that which warmed it

can

never

die.”

Frank W. Gowen
Long Beach, Calif., May 19, 1921.

Your grocer knows.

be better.

ration and collection.

SWAN-WHH TEN COMPANY

payer shall be entitled to

statute, and a few others, are the breeding places of the tent caterpillar, the

an

Few of our

farmers will have to pay a tax on their
sales under this law. On every thing
they buy for themselves, their families
for

the

farm,

brown-tail and the gypsy moth and other
pests. The red cherry trees are

insect

with

often infected

ultimate purchasers, they will have to pay a sales tax
ion every turn over from the raw material

black knots which

fungi which, blown by
the wind or carried on the feet of birds,
find a lodgment on the plum and cherryTo illustrate
to the finished product.
trees of the orchard. The black knot
Suppose a man buys a suit of all wool should be burned. Unrelenting warfare
clothes and pays $60 for it. Beginning should be waged against the black knot
with the raw wool, which sold to the and the insect pests we have mentioned,
use on

as

are

the home of

wool dealer would cost him about $6.50;
sales rax would be .065 cents. The wool

both

dealer scours the wool and sells it to the
spinner for 58; tax .08 cents. The spin-

patrol

is

a

the farm and on the roadsides It
hoped that those whose duty it is to
on

highways have faithfully at-

our

converts it into yarn and sells it to
the manufacturer for $10; tax 10 cents.
The manufacturer weaves it into cloth

execution of the above
jn a year from toda. there should
not be left one of these worthless and
harmful trees growing within the high-

and sells 3 1-2 yards at $4

way

a

law.

yard to the
Tailor buys

tail r for $14; tax 14 cents.
linings, trimmings, etc., for $8; sales tax
and turn over tax on these, is 8 cents.
maxes

boundaries in this state.

Speaking of this

matter reminds

us

that summer tourist travel in this state
is increasing every year and these vis-

suit and sells it to retailer

great many dollars in the
pockets of our people. In these days of
travel by
automobiles, the roadsides
itors leave

for $45; tax 45 cents. Suit sold to customer for ,$60; sales tax 60 cents. Total

of sales taxes $1,615.
The Sales Tax will be computed and
paid quarterly by each seller who will
keep a daily sales account on blanks furnished by the Revenue d partment. The
totals for the quarter, less exemption,

a

have become, more than ever before, a
We can readily repart of our scenery.
call many a tangle of scrub growth and
weeds by the roadside which mars the
beauty of the field, the forest or the lake
We

beyond

will show how much tax he has to pay.
The extreme simplicity of assessment

also

can

recall roadsides

expense to the owners
of adjacent lands, have been made to
enhance the beauty and the value of the
which with little

and collection of this tax will vastly lessen the expense of employing costly experts and auditors. It will of course take
a great deal of money from the pockets
of the people and will be burdensome and

to the

tended

ner

Then he

One

extent unsatisfactory.

)

the

of

country roads
runs

most
have

we

attractive openseen

in this state

for

some

three miles along

a

On the

We shall see the last of the excess
profits tax which gives an official, permissive wink to the profiteers. We hope

upon fine fields and
by forest lands and a

year.

traveler looks out

that it will produce sufficient revenue to
warrant Congress in putting a decent and

pastures backed
mile or two away on either hand, he sees
quiet little lakes glistening in forests of
oak and pine. Here is the place where

understandable income tax law in place the boys and girls stay on the farm.
of the present ill-advised, enigmatical The descendents of those who cleared
and expensive monstiosity.
these farms, even to the third and fourth
here, proud of
the work of their ancestors and happy in

generation,

A PUBLIC DUTY

municipal officers of cities and
fvowns shall, before the first day of June
of each year, cut, burn and destroy all
The

weak

their homes.

are

living

One

sees

properly^^^* RlB

vcs|^^H

But|^^HI|*

depression,
irritability, loss of sleep,
poor circulation, head-

4

—

and

hundred
“misery.’ Constipation fre-juently exists and then
.there is real
danger.
Don't delay a day but
with
at
once
begin
small doses of the pure
'■L. F.” Atwood Medicine. Improvement will
be steady and permanent if you follow directions faithfully.
Satisache
other

forms

U

A

a

of

faction or money back.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.
Portland, Maine.

_y

Ip

\J
-y

|\JI
~

C
IJ
—

^^R

^^R

L
U

ILAMSONl

Hubbard!
STRAWS*

Waldo Co. Gen.
Great

Hospital Shows
Improvement.

The State Board of Charities and Corrections in its report of its last inspection
of the Waldo County General hospital at

Belfast, made April 26ti>, says in part:
Superintendent, Miss Alice Wescott,
graduate of Massachusetts Genera] Hospital and registered nurse in that State,
but a Maine girl, medical staff on active
duty, three physicians from Belfast and
one from Searsport.
Hospital open to all
physicians for treatment of their paying
The
patients.
nursing stalT, besides the
superintendent, consists of live pupil
nurses.

“Tile Waldo County General Hospital,
incorporated as a charitable institution
under the general law, has been in active
operation, with varying fortunes and varying degrees of prosperity, since 1904.
Us object is to provide hospital treatment
both for those who are able to pay for it
and for those who are not, any possible
excess revenue which may be obtaiurd
from its private rooms being applied to
the cost of the care, in its wards, of those
who are unable to pay for their own treatment.
About a year and a half ago an
entirely new board of directors, nine in
number, seven men and two women, assumed charge.
At that time the liospita
buildings were considerably out of repair,
the daily average of patients was very
small, the corporation was in debt for
current running expenses and it did not
appear to have the confidence of the community. At least, it had the confidence
of only a part of it. There is now a mared change for the better. It is stated
that the opposition, or at least the la k of
confidence, has disappeared. The hospi
tal buildings have been placed in good re
pair, the community is gradually coming
to the support of the institution, and the
patronage is reported to be increased.
Recommendations and Suggestions:—
Superintendent to attend regular meeting
of directors; regular meetings of medical
staff for discussion of medical
problems;

SIX

GILLETTE
BLADES
WITH

HOLDER

$1.25
PREPAID

SolBy

In Attractive Case

Dwight P. Palmer
and Owens

Satififac'ion Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

Bros.

This offer for

a

limited

time only.

OVERLAND

Remit

by money order
cash—(no stamps)

or

MOTOR CARS ARE A

j

GOOD INVESTMENT
Take you slate and figure it
out for youiself.
There are 5000 satisfied
Overland owners in the State
who have found that in an
Overland you get the most
for yc ur mone.
Prices delivered, Belfast:
Sedan
#1585
#1545
Coupe
Touring
#995
Roadster
#995
....

....

duplicate purchase orders; duplicate receipts for mouey collected; advance pay-

of bills for board and care; record
of financial situation of patients who are
unable to make such payments.
“The community and Board of Directors and superintendents are to be con- I
gratulated upon the marked improvement since the previous inspection.”
I

a

fine illus-

a

forward

UNPLEASANT TRADE EXHIBIT,
There was a recent trade exposition in
the British House of Parliament. German articles predominated, and it was
shown that German prices, as compared
with British costs, were less to the extent of 60 per cent, in electrical specialties, 50 per cent, in fabric gloves, 50 per
cent, in gas mantles, 55 per cent, in scientific glassware, 65 per cent, in domestic glassware, 70 per cent, in ordinary
thermometers and in talking machines,
72 per cent, in metal in instruments, 78
per cent, in violins, 45 per cent in pianos,
35 per cent, in surgical instruments, and
56 per cent, in scientific instruments.
This must have shocked the free trade
notions of some of the members. Anyhow it was an impressive exhibition of
Germany’s resolve to go after trade. We
want no such expositions in our country,
but there is evidence one could easily be
had.—Kennebec Journal.
The Germans are what

nerve
symptoms

here

looking and
united community spirit can accomplish
in making its highways beautiful. Here
is an object lesson for community leaders
all over the state of Maine. Improvement of our roadsides is a public duty.
tration of what

A LONELY

1Yhen digestion is good
and the body is
nourished, the ner
seldom give trouble.
if the stomach, liver,T
Kidneys or bowels be- H.
•come
deranged, the
nerves are sure to be affec-ted.
You know the i

HOUSE.

Many of our customers, whose light
lulls come well within the minimum

FRAD RAZOR CO.

charge, say that they run their iron
all summer without extra cost.

1475 BROADWAY

If you buy

NEW

YORK

CITY

?S iron

tw22

irons

that

price
da y ?

is

I

MOST

|

MEN

good providers; a few neglect to protect their time should they become disabled.
are

MASSACHUSETTS

you

we

get

can

The

a

$7

number

or

of

have for sale at this

limited.

At any of

are

Buy your accident policy while you
insurable.

now

for $5.57.

Why

our

not

buy

to-

27 stores

Central Maine
Power Company

ments

farms.

ridge,
to
perhaps a hundred feet high,sloping gradother hand, if it is enacted, we shall be ually towards the valleys on either side.
well rid of the petty, irritating an 1 dis- On each side of the road is a row of
criminating tax, s which now amount to large maple trees standing about forty
several hundred million dollars every feet apart, and between these trees the
some

Tell him—

This cannot be

annual exemption of 46,000.

or

clean

William Tell.

truthfully said of our income tax nor the
COURT
excess profits tax.
I nder iitle 11, Section 201 of Senator dead or worthless apple
trees, and all
Smoot’s bill it is provided that “there wild cherry trees within the limits of
shall be levied, assessed, collected and the public ways, streets and parks of
paid upon all goods,'wares or merchan- their respective towns and cities. For
dise sold or leased On or after July 1, neglect or failure to perform the afore1921, a tax equivalent to 1 per cent of said duties each of such officers shall be
the price for which so sold or leased; such punished by a line of not less than fifty
tax to be paid by the vendor or lessor.” dollars.” Chap.
38, Sec. 11. R. S.
In computing the tax due under this title
in the above
The trees mentioned
■every tax

it’s not
so

and pure and fine.

The Sales Tax is not entirely an experiment. It has been in operation in the
Philippines for sixteen years. The testimony of the Philippine Government and
of prominent merchants having offices in
Manila and New York is, in substance,
that the Sales Tax is equitable, productive, simple and economical in adminis:

If you

scourings!

thoroughly

excess

profits tax have caused the withdrawal
of vast amounts of capital from business
and its retirement into government securities. They favor the sales tax believing it can be no worse and hoping it
may

Six good successive

not aware he was ill his death comes as a
great surprise to us, and we hasten to ex

Journal Pub. Co.

The Re

MEMORIAM

IN

The Republican Journal

JOB.

A Harvard graduate has signed to be
the lonely summer guardian for the sea

gulls on Four Brothers Island, a breeding
place set apart in a lake near Burlington,
Vt., by Edward Hatch.
Every year Mr. Hatch advertises for a
Robinson Cruso, who is willing to live
alone on the island, without pay, to keep
oil poachers, who raid the nests for the
eggs. No man is hired for two successive seasons. There were 1600 applicants
answering his advertisements this year
for "a man to live alone, no work, no

compensation.” Among them, he said,
were lawyers, poets, artists, authors and

naturalists.
Mr. Hatch’s reason for protecting the
breeding birds is his belief that gulls are
the best seaside scavengers. He estiI mates there are at least 200,000 gulls
around New York harbor and that each
one consumes an average of two pounds
of refuse daily.
It is not usual that sea gulls seek breeding places remote from the seashore, at
least in the northern Atlantic states. But
we have found their nests on ledges and
seen young gulls swimming, unafraid, in
(lakes a hundred miles north of Bangor.

“smart.”

we

GUY A. GRAY, Agent

can

X-RAY PICTURES

DOES IT PAY TO WORRY
ABOUT APPENDICITIS?

For Sale

SUMMERCOTTAGE

One Dodge car, new last July. In
excellent condition. Driven a little
over a thousand miles.
Good reason

for selling. Inquire

at

Journal office.

H HIGH ESTER S

__

ALGOLA PILLS

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and Bowels.
Make Pure Blood. For Constipation. Relieve
Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness, Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Co., sole proprietor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York. See
on

three adults;
two to four
Penobscot
weeks. Give location and terms. Address
COTTAGE,
Box 315, Providence, R. I.
2w22
or

AUGUST, for
Bay preferred;

each box.

WANTED

in the
them
One continuous proec-

ledge
cut, polish, finish, letter and place
lot in the
small

one

cemetery.

profit.

FOR SALE
RASPBERRY PLANTS.
NEWELL FARM,
Citypoint, Maine.

■

You avoid the

high cost of stock, tin
and the middle men’s profits, whiei
your monument down to the lowest possibu
Call and see for yourself.
freight

A. S. HEAL,

Belfast,

Bridge St„
Once

terested may appear and be heard if they see
fit.
C. W. WESCOTT,
J. B. DARLING,
R. L COOPER,
W. G. HATCH,
V. A. SIMMONs,
lw22
WM. VAUGHAN.
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.

~

CUTHBERT
Apply at
Store, Read &|Hills,|proprietors, Postoffice
18tf
Square, Belfast.

We take them from the

Used—Alw

City Council

of the JCity of Belfast
having determined that the following streets
and portions of streets in said city shall be
sprinkled in whole at the expense of the abutters thereon: Church street its entire length;
High street, from end oi square to top of Otis
hill; Northport avenue from end of Square to
City Park; Main street, from westerly side of
Postoffice square to Water street; Water street
from Main street to M. C. R, R ; driveway on
westerly aide of shoe factory; Beaver s.reet its
entire length; Grove street from Church street
to Court street; Cross street in front of Farmers’ Union; Washington street from
Main
street to Preston’s stable; notice is hereby
that
the
will
be in
given
Municipal Officers
session on Monday, June 6. 1921, at 7.00 o’clock
in the afternoon, at their office in Memorial
Building for the purpose of determining the
amount to be assessed on the estates abutting
on said streets,to defray the expense of sprink
ling said streets, at which time all parties inThe

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVEPHfHBif

signature

WANTED
JULY

Granite Monuments

PlLli

TIIB DIAMOND BRAND,
ladies! Ask your Druggli
Chl-cheii-ter a Diamond Bi
V Pills In Red and Bold
1 boxes, sealed with Blue
I Take no other. Bu;
r Drnntnt. AskforCHL
DIAMOND BRAND i
years known as Best, C^fest,

Can appendicitis be guarded against?
Yes, by preventing intestinal infection. A woman for kitchen help. Good wages
The intestinal antiseptic, Adler- i-ka, acts paid. At Temple Heights Inn, Northport,
F. R. BOWDEN, Prop.
on BOTH upper and lower bowel removMaine.
For reference—Ben Woods, at Perry’s
ing ALL foul, decaying matter which
3w21
might start infection. EXCELLENT for Market, Belfast.
gas on stomach or chronic constipation.
It removes matter which you never
thought was in your system and which
nothing else can dislodge. One man reports it is unbelievable the awful impurities Adler-i-ka brought out. City Drug

LADIES!
Belfast consumes $5000 worth of domestic thread annually. As our agent this
volume of business would net you $2500.
Are you willing to investigate?
Send
name and address and we will forward
BON TON SALES CO.,
particulars.
28 Washington St., Haverhill, Mass.

bones, joints

a

the Germans are smart.

6w21*

and teeth, fractures and
dislocations may be obtained at the office
of
DR. CARL H. STEVENS,
35 Church St., Belfast, Me.
Tel. 15
3m 15

of

Belgium, France nor
safely put |an embargo

owe us.

BELFAST, MAINE

Special Notice

Yankees call

prohibitive tariff on the importations of German manufacture with
out rendering it impossible for Germany
to pay the indemnties reqiuired of her. If
we shut off the importation of German
goods into the United States we shall incur the hostility of the Allies and make
it difficult for them to pay what they

Yes,

Distributor for Waldo County

Neither

Great Britain
or even

HARRY E. WALKER

FOR SALE
Low nrice second nand parlot
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

Sale of Used Cars
Largest stock of used Cars in Waldo
County—Buicks, Reos, Dodges, Dorts,
Studekakers, Velies, Overlands and Fords,

etc. All prices,Ifrom $50 to $3,000, cash,
trade or terms.

Two garages—Waldo County Motors
Company, Belfast, and H. C. McCorrison,
Thorndike.
If in need of anything in the motor
vehicle line it will pay you to call.
2w21

FOR SALE
LIME AND ASHES MIXED for grain
and grass fertilizer. Also straight land
lime. Car load lots a specialty. For price
and other particulars address
J. F. SULLIVAN,
Damariscotta Mills, Maine.
>w21

Children Gry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

1

<,vftST|cs'
STARCH
P

gt^rmvfNT/ojv
REQUIRES NO COO

| JUUOSCOLLARS AKD CUFF

'(mwiRtorwiAuKcmTuR~f-•
'tinePound of this Starch v<,

jt

-•

f-

#

^’■•J.C.HUBINGERBROS,NEWHAVEN.CONN.NEQW"O'

lSVN

Makes Ironing ijS'
Used as cold water or
with equally good results

ELASTIC

STMj

natron Sanint
At the Home

for

AgeJ

W'"1

particulars apply to
DR. ELMER

SMALL,

l,;s

SOUTH FREEDOM
R. N. Jameson of Portland has been in
town calling on friends.

FATHER FOUND TWO-YEAROLD BOY VERY SICK

Mrs. Perley- Thurston has returned
home from her recent visit in Philadelphia-

I. Quigg has closed his mills for two
weeks to give his help a chance to do
their planting.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Adams have returned home after a few days visit with
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Sprowl.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thompson and Mrs.
J. P. Downer motored to Belfast May
to visit their sister and family.

15th,

Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Overlook of

Quincy

Mass., who were called here to attend
the funeral of his father, has returned
home.
Mr.
home

Webber of Winslow has returned
after

a

Mrs.

daughter,
family.

recent
W.

E.

visit

with

Overlook

his
and

Artell Overlook passed away very
suddenly May 11 with heart trouble. His
family has the sympathy of neighbors
and friends.
BELFAST

in Real Estate

pTransters

I

DEFORESTATION

transfers of real estate

The ruthless destruction of their forests bv the Chinese is, according to foresters of the United States Department
of Agriculture, one of the reasons why
famine and plague today hold that nation in their sinister grasp. Denudation,
wherever practiced, leaves naked soil;
floods and erosion follow, and when the
soil is gone men must also go—and the
process does not take long.
Forests, it is
pointed out, not only play an important
part in the distribution of mankind over
the earth’s surface, but also deeply affect
his spiritual, physical and economic life.
A country that recklessly wastes its
aatural resources faces ultimate poverty
and decacence.
History is full of such

Waldo County Registry
lie week ending May 28,

in

‘r"

etser, Searsport. to Frank
; land and buildings in

:

pb'

1’laisted, Malden, Mass., to
kard, Searstnont; land in
IIS!

.d William H. Carr, late
B, Danfortb, Troy; land
»

Frankfort,

Percy

to

land in Winterport.
house, et ah, Unity, to
.veil, Oakland; land and
!■'
:

Auburn, to Edith L
a,
dike; laud and buildings
ik, W interport, to Ernest
id; land and buildings in

examples.

I

j

f
s.:

The May issue of “The

successive

!

Belfast,

.vn,

to

Maine

Frank. E.

Items

irt; land in Searsport.

Varney, Freeport, to
Belfast; land and build-

While a Damariscotta man was standing watching the lish run through the
locks at the Mills last week he was startled to see a little boy swept by him in the
r.ner, Monroe, to Daniel 1
He didn’t stop to think
u.
land and buildings in rushing water.
it over, but just jumped in and grabbed
the child in time to save his being dashed
1 utT, Brooks, to Merton
j onto the rocks in the next lock. The
.1 in Brooks.
water rushes through the locks at this
place with an almost irresistable curON IN AIR FLIGHl
rent and the rescuer had to use all his
strength to resist the force and hold his
e *b'V
own while holding the boy until assistre for a spin in the air so :
ance could reach him.
Pend $15 for a 20 minutes’
oat is your motive?
The Maine Central Railroad, after
half dozen commercial
Miami’s water front on conference with representattves of the
j
jglit the following facts j brotherhood ot Railway Clerks, nas isnotice of a reduction of the clerical
nt of all passengers car- [force in the Portland general offices of
'about
one-sixth in numbers, effective
20 minutes’ sightseeing I
May 28th. The other plan considered
aviators the types to was the live-days-a-week plan, by which
1 the entire clerical force would have been
c the clouds
appeals are:
nan—the business man I ,retained, each man vyorking but five days
week.
w hat flying is like.
Fie !
f commercial aviation,
The
busiest woman of Newburg, Me.,
lifers also a novel method i
is Mrs. Myra J. Severance. In addition
friends.
He flies for the excite- to attending to her household duties, Mrs.
He usually insists on •ieverance serves as chairman of the
2
ot Selectmen, fulfills the. duties of
ien, too, au occasional board
the town agent and attends to the busia way of demonstrating
ness that falls to her lot as chairman of
sporting self.
ian.
He finds in the the Boards of Overseers, Road Commissioners and Assessors.
>i > for himself or $25 for
»
companion a method of
Over 1000 barrels of the best Aroostook
and pleasures of the
seated with an opportu
potatoes have been contributed by the
larmers
of tnat county to the Near East
ng an overwhelming deii expense.
Relief. The Bangor & Aroostook RailH
eritage of women pas-j road will furnish free transportation to
seaboard.
While the cash amount iniered something of a >
veling in the thought; olved is not as great as it would have
re too timid to fly.
ieeii last
Acyear, the Aroostook people
in most cases women I f'ould have just as willingly made the
oi an aerial spin on the conation, had the value of the potatoes
I their
Potatoes
comBeen twice as much as in 1920.
masculine
i Ha.) Herald.
then brought from $10 up, per barrel and
are now moving slowly for 50 cents for
.the same package.
"as
dinner

;

!
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with

a

happy

$100

iiummy’s darling been do-

j'Ui8?”

.7

ready

asked hrs mother.

playing postman,”

red.

re-

exclaimed his mother.
do that when you had

Reward

$100

The readers of this paper will be pleasI ed to learn that there is at least one
[ dreaded disease that science has been

able to cure in all its stages and that is
catarrh. Catarrh beiiig greatly influenced
by constitutional conditions requires con1 bad,”
replied Fred.
“I stitutional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh
■'> your trunk
j
in your room ! Medicine is taken internally and acts
’’
Packet of letters tied thru the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of
a
!.
ribbon, and I posted one the System thereby destroying the founuoor in the street.
dation of the disease, giving the patient
—Exchange. strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
Him Up
The proprietors have so much faith in the
curative powers of Hall’s Catarrh Medibo you keep the fires of cine that they offer One Hundred Dollars
*
affections burning?”
for any case that its fails to cure. Send
f»(i
>
by hunting up an old for list of testimonials.
He.
■[I

|

Warming

'kb'!0’*
t

asionally.”—Cartoons Maga-

Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Ohio. Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Hill,

at

one

time pastor of the
is the Super-

church,

! intendent of the Social Service Division.

I

j!
|

Mr. Hill says:
“Perhaps it becomes the Supt. to select a motto—something that somewhat
breathes the spirit of the Social Service
Division. In making this selection we
believe we can do no better than to phrase
in the words of another. Nothing better
was ever put into the English
language or
any other language than the following
words by Sam Walter Foss which we
adopt for this motto. Previously we used
these verses on our desk in a public office
and headed them thus “l'he Creed of this
Desk.” There came into this office one
day one of the must prominent men of
the State for a friendly call. He read
“Our Creed” and remarked, “There I
feel better having read that.” May every
reader of “The Northern” so catch the
meaning and see the beauty of our adopted slogan as to sense a feeling like our
friend
It is offered in this hope.”
There are hermit souls that live withdrawn
In the place of their self-content;
There are souls, like the stars, that dwell

apart,
In

a

There

lellowless

firmament;

Mills

The Woman’s Roosevelt
Memorial Association

Family

At a luncheon given by Mrs. Douglas
Bennington, Vt., Robinson, sister of Theodore Roosevelt,
Banner has the following of special in- to a large number of prominent club
terest to a former Belfast boy, and a sum- women, it was determined to make a
concentrated effort by club women to
mer resident of
for
A recent issue of the

the Battery

several

assist the Woman’s Roosevelt Memorial
Association, of 1 East 57th street, to
‘Charles S. M'ils, son of Rev. and Mrs. complete at once the restoration of RooseG. S. Mills, who is finishing his second velt’s House, the birthplace of Theodore
year as an instructor in Robert college,
Roosevelt.
Constantinople, has been appointed for | Said Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, President
next year assistant registrar of the col- of the National Federation of Women's
lege. This arrangement is made with a Clubs, comprising over two million womview to his becoming full registrar in the en, “I commend this movement to the
following year, a position that may carry General Federation and hope that each of
with it the title of secretary of the fac- its members will joir the Woman’s Roosevelt Memorial Association. Millions of
ulty.
In a recent letter Mr. Mills has written: American women should be glad to con“The registrar here is a man of consider- tribute each a little to keep as a memorial
able importance. He is not merely a clerk; of their eminent friend the birthplace of
the routine work (which is what I’ll do Theodore Roosevelt.”
next year! is done by a paid assistant or
The corner-stone of Roosevelt House
by students. He decides on the admission was laid ia January last by Major Genof students, makes out schedules, ap- eral Leonard Wood. The structure itself
proves courses of study, etc.
For the will incorporate much of the material of
sake of prestige he teaches one or two the old Roosevelt mansion, which is now
classes, for that puts him in a better light to be accurately reproduced. When finwith the students. According to the way ished, it will contain the bedstead in
I have been thinking for the past year which Theodore Roosevelt was born, tosuch a job rather appeals to me because gether with other of the original furnishin it I can be of service, because I have a ings, now in possession of the Roosevelt
summer vacation, because I would be in
family. About $150,000 additional is needthe academic world, and because the di- ed for the work of restoration.
rection and handling of young men is a
great experience.”
In a personal note Rev. George S. Mills j
years:

of Bennington and The Battery, says: !
“1 suppose Charles’ advancemeet means
his staying on permanently at Robert

I College,

or

doubtless,

at least for some years.
he will be home for his

But,

j

1

;
i
I

If we don’t go to church we are heathens
—if we go we are hypocrites! If we stay
in the office we ought to be out hustling
for news—if we hustle for news we are
not attending to business at the office.
If we wear old clothes we are slovens—if
we wear new clothes they are not paid
for.
What in thunderation is a poor
editor to do anyhow? Like as not someone will say we swiped this from an exchange. We did!”

Potato

,
1

(Apologies to Kipling)
A fool there was and his pipe he lit
(Even as you and I)
On a forest trail where the leaves were
lit
To become ablaze from the smallest bit
Of spark—and the fool he furnished it
The day was windy and dry.
The forest was burned to its very roots,
Even beneath the ground.
With the flowers, the birds and the poor
dumb brutes,
Old hoary oaks, and the tender shoots
Which might have made logs but for
such galoots
Allowed to wander round.
The lumber jack has now passed
His pay-day comes no more

on

miu

Idllip

LUC SU1CCLH-UWIS

UdUlJL

tllC

ill

dawn
Where the cook’s tin pan woke :he men
of brawn
But the mill is silent, the trees are gone,
The soil and the forest floor.
A deadly sight are those hills of rocks
Which once were beds of green.
No hope tor the human, no food for the
flocks
The floods must be held by expensive
locks
And the harbor is silted to the dooxs
The ships no more are seen.
But the fool smokes on in the forest
still
Leaves the camp fires burning too
While the patient public pays the bill
And the nations’ wealth is destroyed for
nil
If the law doesn’t get him, Old Satan
will
When his smoking days are through.
A. Reynolds in “The Open
Harris
—By
Road.
HOME

OWNERS

There are 6,000,000 families in the
United States that own their own homes.
A most remarkable showing coming as it
does through a period of war, depression
and unemployment. No other country in

EXCESS

PROFITS

Offensive breath,

swollen upper lip, deranged
stomach, ocyears ago, I began to take Dr. casional pains about the navel, pale face
Once after six months eyes heavy and dull,
True’s Elixir
twitching
hauling logs, I came out of the woods and itching of the nose and rectum, short dry
found my two year-old boy very sick. cough, grinding of the teeth, red
pointeHe was "bin, had no appetite, had swollen on the tongue, starting during sleep slow
an
in
itching
stomach,
fever,
constipation.
nose,
lips, pains
was
su^ering from constipation for
months.
“I had not been in the house an hour
when an elderly lady—a good neighbor—
came in and told my wife to gel a bottle
of Dr. True’s Elixir, saying she had seen
numbe <r of similar cases which it had relieved.
“My boy was given a half dozen doses
of Elixir when he passed a lot of little
worms, and right away began to show
improvement; he began soon to eat with
a
relish, play around and look healthy.
He did not have to take a full bottle, and
in later years, whenever he got off his
feed, a few doses would straighten him
out quick.
“When I get constipated, a couple of
teaspoons of Dr. True’s Elixir fix me
O. K.
“My son is grown up now and has a
family of six children, and he has practically raised his family on Dr. True’s
JOSEPH K. LANE
Elixir. The children go out and get hoid
of something not good for them, and so
Nearly every grown up and every child
when they eat something and get sick,
the Elixir is given and the family is put needs a Laxative. The fond parents s afeguard the health of their children by
in good shape again.
“I have read in the papers you have to keeping their bowels in condition. In Dr.
take a half dozen bottles of some reme- True’s Elixir only pure herbs are used.
dies, but you don’t have to do this with No harmful drugs. Keep the bowels-reguDr. True’s Elixir, simply a few doses lar by using Dr. True’s Elixir. At all dealatid then.quick relief. The three genera- ers; 3 sizes. Buy the larger size.—Adv

eyelids!

The
Restful
Tea

paper

WHAT

YOU SPEND

ONE DAY TO CHINA.

(Signed)
Republican Journal Pub. Co.

! fen

Cut this out and mail with

aid

POPULAR

(Name)

Dr. A. M.

Lothrop

as

TAX.

been asserted

each man through whose hands the goods
trying to add his excess profits tax

pass

WEDDING GIFTS

(Address)

po-

that the excess
profits tax has the effect of adding some
23 per cent to the retail price of goods,

nal.

healthy by using:

Contribution.
The.

the world has more home owners. There to his costs of production, and each of
is even more than ownership in this show- them puts on all he can in order to be
ing. There is peimanency of settlement, sure to get on enough. One fault of the
frugality and economy of living, loyalty excess profits tax is that no one can tell
to neighborhoods, contentment of em- just what the rate is upon each taxpayer,
and the business man cannot tell in adployment and confidence in the future.
Their aggregate investment is $30,000,- vance just what his tax will be at the
000,000, an average of $6,000 per home. end of the year. One advantage of a
At 5 per cent these owners pay about sales tax is that it is definite and certain,
$1,600,000,000 for the privilege of pos- and, if at the rate of one per cent, the
sessing their titles and, estimating five to dealer cannot possibly justify adding
a family, each one is getting shelter for
more than one cent on the dollar to the
What price of any commodity. It is estimated
$50 a year plus repairs and taxes.
an impressive lesson is here offered to the
that on an average a sales tax would add
15,000,000 of rent paying families who, about three and a half per cent to the redespite all t ie opportunities for owner- tail price of goods, which would be quite
ship offered them by the co-operative 'a saving as compared with 23 per cent.
bank and loaning associations, still per- The assertion that the excess profits adds
sist in paying landlords while complain- 23 per cent to the price of goods is coring of extortion and excessive charges.
roborated by the statistics which show
Own your own home is more than a that retail prices have not come down in
slogan—it stands for independence and proportion to the decline in the price of
real citizenship.—Boston Herald.
raw materials or in proportion to the decline in wholesale prices. It seems pretTeacher: Willie, how. old is the United ty clear that the consumer would get off
StateB?
easier with a sales tax than he does with
Willie: It was a Hun-dread and won in an excess
profits tax.—Kennebec Jour-

1918.—Cartoons Magazine.

SEND

a

much money on account of tne extreme
cost of production, as on this crop.
From the sales of fertilizer and general
information the advice given in these
columns has been heeded and the farmers
will plant a larger acreage than for many
years; there are several reasons for this,
as E. L. Cleveland than whom no man is
in a better position to know, says that
low priced seed in most cases produces
high priced stock and high priced seed
produces low priced stock. Of course,
the experience of former years has much
to do with this as anything, and the experience of the industry in this county,
with the exception of the crop of 1917
and 1918 has been that the price is up
one year and down the next and this is a
pretty good basis to go on. Of course it
is more or less of a guess, but it seldom
happens but what a farmer can get his
money back if he does not take too many
chances in the selling of the product; and
yet the Government report is the safest
guide to go by and what the production
in other potato raising states has been.
With fertilizer lower than it has been
for a number of years, and the seed the
lowest, indications do surely point to a
large acreage for 1921, and with the best
soil for raising potatoes in the United
States the Aroostook farmer has many
things in his favor, with farm help lower than for a number of
years, machinery
available for doing much of the work, insecticides, bordeaux for late blight,
Aroostook will be on the map as usual
when th crop for 1921 is harvested.
THE

worms:

in two weeks.

Notwithstanding the fact that the market price oi potatoes from the crop of
1920 sold in 1920 21 reached a very low
price in the market of the United States,

It has

Symptoms of

seven

County.

probably never in the history of the
industry did the farmers lose

turn of Lanes have been

Pains,

China”

1 hereby enclose $. to
China Famine VictintB

tato

Stomach

will be forwarded to the American

(Houlton Times,)

THE CARELESS S viOKEK

m

Appetite, Had Swollen Lips,
Itching Nose.

Committee for China Famine Fund
and will be actually saving life with-

in

Aroostook

j
!

Acreage

Pal

5,000,000 people.
Contributions sent to this

than consoling, I am sorry Mrs. Mills
will be t nable to go with me, but she
will take in the Northfield Missionary

Conference and perhaps chaperone
party of girls from our church here.”

a

No

A bardy woodsman and enthusiastic
fisherman, Joseph K. Lane of Lincoln,
Maine, has a very interesting record to
report. He writes: “As a boy, thirty-

Millions Starving
“Pick

Thin,

The critical period of the famine in
China has arrived.
With relief from every source allowed for, 5,000,000 famine victims
are still destitute.
Only continuous and voluminous
aid from America can save these

vaca-

are pioneer soul that blaze their j
tion a year from this summer, and I hope
paths
we may show up as a united
Where the highways never ran.—
family at the
This is only the second number of vol- Battery. This summer, I am sorry to say,
we are not coming to Belfast. I could not
ume one of The Northern but the news
writer, Harrie B. Coe, felt called upon 1 get a cottage after delaying my decision
so long.
But I am going to the National
to use the following:
[ “Getting out a newspaper or a monthly Congregational Council at Los Angeles,
1 publication is
no
If we print j Calif., the last of June. I wrote Bill Howpicnic.
| jokes, folks say we are silly—if we don’t, j ard the other day in lamentations over
they say we are too serious. If we pub- | the fact
that we had lost our chance for
lish original matter they say we lack j
variety—if we publish things from other ; Belfast—which drew from him in his best
humorous vein a letter more sarcastic
papers they say we are too lazy to write.

■

r.

ford S.

Belfast Methodist

crops.

|

a

! Service Division of the Great Northern
Paper Company, is a bright sheet of eight
pages, printed on the best of paper. Mont|

causes

hins, Freedom, to A. j
L.ubee; land and buildings !

Northern,”

News From the

monthly magazine of contact between
the management and the men, published
by the Spruce Wood Department, Social

of the famine were disastrous
floods followed by long periods of drought,
which resulted in the failure of three

j

1 he great plains of eastern China, occupied by the first Chinese of whom history tells, were centuries ago transformSwanville, to Leon K
ed from fore t into agricultural land.
old and buildings in Swan*
The mountain plateaus of central China
i have also, within a few hundred years,
Brooks, to Helene J. oeen utterly devastated of tree growth,
iand in Jackson.
and no attempt made at either natural or
Iman, Omaha, Neb, et artificial reforestation. As a result, the
Hall, Winterport; land water rushes off the naked slopes in
veritable floods, gullying away the moun'•■U, Burnham; to D. M. tain sides, causing rivers to run muddy
and in Burnham.
with yellow soil, and carrying enormous
“BeBurnham, to D. M. Su- masses of fertile earth to the sea.
ware of the mountain water,” read signs
in Burnham.
in many canyons of China, posted as a
Belfast, et als., to Fred warning to travelers against the sudden
J and buildings in Belrise ot torrents during storms.
this lack of forest cover has made
•
nand, Freedom, to Percy possible many of the factors that have
do ; land in Freedom
brought disaster to millions of people of
this year.
tree-covered
The
mg, et als., Lincolnville, China
mountains formerly absorbed a considerung, do.; land in Lincoln*
i
able portion ot the anuual rainfall and
let it escape by slow, regular seepage
to
-y, Lincolnville,
lo.; land and buildings ih during the dry season. Now that there
are
no
trees, shrubs, or even grass to
1
restrain the raintall, the streams that
ung, Somerville, Mass', formerly were narrow and
deep, and sup•
Jng, Lincolnville; land plied an abundance of clear water the
Lincolnville.
year round, have become broad and shalKnox, to DorothJ low, with slender currents of muddy
and buildings in KuoxJ
water, which, when it rains, swell to
:is, Montville, to Waite!' roaring torrents that bring disaster and
; land and buildings in destruction everywhere.
Water courses have also changed;
J l
rivers become uncontrollable, and the
s, Stockton S prings, t(i
water level of the country lowered per>,
do.; land in Stockton
ceptibly. In consequence, the unfortunate people
see
their crops wither and
to
Claude
Kelley, Unity,
die for lack of water when it is most
and buildings in Unity. ; needed.
In many parts of China, it is
cr, Belfast, to Harry A. said, these factors, combined with uncertain moisture conditions, make seven
euro; land in Belfast,
ivnowlton, Belfast, to H.‘ years out of every ten more or less famme years.
,d and buildings in North-

t

Notes from the Northern

In the provinces of Honan, Shensi and
Chihli, China, over an area some 100,000
square miles in extent, several million
The immediate
people are starving.

1

LIBRARY

|

Reforestation Not Practiced

i

:

FREE

Was

j

Including Centerpieces, jTray Cloths,
Kunners, Table Covers, Lunch Sets, in
the finest of linens. These are imported
from China and many are embroiiered

DENTIST
Colonial Theatre Building
TELEPHONE 336-3

"ORRIN

in shades of blue, so popular in that
country. Cannot be duplicated.
Also Laces, Lace Mats, Silk Pieces,
Fans, etc. Call at Journal 'Office.

27tf

J. DICKEY

SUE M. PARTiTlDGE.

Insurance
Fire, Liability,

A MV L. WILSON.

Automobile

PYTHIAN BLOCK.

Phone 316-3

Eastern Steamship Lues,Inc.
Dr. Hester Brown
!

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
30

High Street.

Tel. 320

We Are Good Buyers
GIVE US A CHANCE
to bid on your furniture or anything you
have to sell. Drop postal or call.
J. AUSTIN MCK.EEN,
tf 17
Belfast, Maine.

YOUNG WOMEN between ages of eighteen and thirty-five with High School
education to enter St. Barnabas training
school for nurses—3 years’ course—uniforms and text books furnished. Salary
$1(1 per month. Apply to
ST. BARNABAS HOSPITAL,
231 Woodfords Street,
6wl7
Portland, Maine.

1921 DORT CAR
FOR SALE
One of the best looking and most economical to run on the market—20 miles to
gallon gas. Reason for selling: I intended to do public car business, but changing
my mind and having another car did not
need this. Price $1340 f. o. b. Belfast—
dealer’s price—and my price will be some
less. Anyone interested call and see me
before buying. Inquire of
tf21
C. W. LANCASTER, Belfast.

Leave Belfaet

Saturdays at

7 15

Chest

Tuesdays, Thursdavs and
for Bucksport, Winter-

a. in.

port and Bangor.
Levve Bangor 2 p. m., Winterport 2 45 p. m.,
Bucksport 3 30 p. m Belfast 5 p. m for Cara
den, Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston on Mondays,Wednesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m Kockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 a m. for
Camden, Belfast, Bucksport, Winterport and

Bangor.|

is made with the
and freight
Line
passenger
steamers for New York via Cape Cod Canai.
At

Boston, connection

Metropolitan

Leave Belfast daily except Sunday at 5 p. m.
for Boston and way landings. RETURN: Leave
Boston daily exc pt Sunday at 6 p. m (Daylight Saving Time) for Rockland, Belfast, Bangor and way landings. Landing will be made
at Nortbport commencing June 21. Commencing July 3, service will be daily, including
Sunday, in each direction.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,

Belfast, Maine.

HAND PAINTED

SINCE 1882
At 72 Main Street. Belfast.

Charles R. Coombs
Undertaker

Trucking
I am prepared to do’all kinds of truckiFurniture and piano moving »:■
ng.
Leave orders at the stable,.,
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and
thej r
will receive prompt attention.

Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO &

PLACE CARDS
and done in water colors in the soft tones
and shades so much used by the Chinese.
Call at the Journal office.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

Dr. M. C. Stephenson
MNSONIG TEMPLE.
Telephone 223-3

SON,

126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

DIRECT FROM CHINA

DENTIST
A NICE DRIVING HORSE, FIVE
years old, which is not afraid of anything.
Am selling on account of sickness. InMRS. L. A. BROWN,
quire of
8 Alto St., Belfast.
3w21

Protector
I u linen/a.
Colds, Head
Colds, Croup and
Bronchitis.
MINTOL
relieves
all congestion.
a

against

STEAMSHIP CAMDEN

Summer Schedule Effective June 7

WANTED

MINTOL
Home

is

BANGOK LINE

WANTED
A Second Hand Lawn Roller
APPLY TO

M. L.

SLUGG, Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
Second Hand

Kitchen

Range

State price first letter.

ROOM 3
Boz

185, Belfast, Maine

A GOOD MEDICINE
FOR LOS$ OF APPETITE

General debility; and that tired
Ih.s
feeling is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
economical
Eighly
medicine is a great favorite in thousands of homes. It is peculiarly successful in purifying and revitalizing
the blood, promoting digestion, restoring animation, and building v.p
the whole system.
Get this dependable medicine today' and begin taking it at once.

concentrated,

you'need a laxative take Hood
Pills." You will sorely like tlmIf

THE

_

s

CHIURCHES

Summer services will begin next Sunin
d ay at the Trinity Reformed Church
East Belfast, Rev William Vaughan,
pastor, at 2 30 p. m.j and also at Mason
Mi 11s church at 4.30 p. m.
The regular service's will be held at the
Un iversalist church Sunday with sermon
at 10.45 a. m. by Rev. William Vaughan.
Th e choir will have a special musical program. The Sunday school will meet at

noon.__
First Parish (Unitarian) Church.
Rev. A. E. Wilson, minister. Preaching
service Sunday at 10.45 a. m., sermon
subject, “Renewing One’s Strength.”
dhurch school at noon. All cordially invited to these services
Methodist Church. People’s Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30. Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

Rev. A. C Elliott, pastor; parsonage, 20
High street; telephone, 157-4. Organist,
Miss Amy Stoddard; soloists, Mrs. Leroy
Paul and Miss Charlotte Knowlton. Morning worship at 10.45, with sermon by the
pastor. ChuTch school at noon. Strangers
and those without any cburch home are
cordially invited to worship with us and
assist in the activities of this church.
The members of the Boys’ Institute
will meet in the vestry next Monday
evening at 7 o’clock.
Boys who are
twelve years old are eligible for membership and are invited to join. A safe place
tor boys, agreeable companions, and a
good time assured them. Parents send
your boys and know where they are
spending the evening.
The Blue Birds will meet at the parsonage this, Thursday, afternoon.
After the
meeting croquet and other games will be
played on the lawn.
The quiet hour devotional meeting will
be held this, Thursday, evening, at 7.30.
pastor will begin reading this week,
| The
as a special feature of the meeting J. A.
Steuart’s “Quicksands.” It is hoped
many of our people will attend these
meetings and while following this powerful story, also derive the inspiration
which the hour of communion supplies.
Congregational church, North
BELFAST.
A very large congregation
assembled in this church last Sunday
evening to attend the service conducted
by the Rev. A. C. Elliott. It was pleas-

“O sweeter than the marriage feast,
’Tis sweeter far to me,
To walk together to the kirk
With a goodly company!
To walk together to the kirk,
And all together pray,
While each to his great Father bends,
Old men, and babes, and loving friends,
And youths and maidens gay!
It is our interest in the church and all
that it stands for, that keeps our community life sweet and wholesome, and unfortunate is the community that has lost
its grip upon these things. Especially
pleasing was it to see so many young
people present at the service. This promises well for the future of the community, for where religious principles are
built into the very foundation of life and
character, there strong, virile men and
noble women are produced. It is by such
men and women that the greatness of
America has been built up and it is only
by such people that her greatness can be
maintained.
Mr Elliott will conduct a
special young peoples’ service on Sunday
evening. The young people have promised to do their best to fill the church.
We expect quite a number of adults, but
they must come early to secure a seat.

Christine A. Jones,

Pays
on

4 Per Cent Interest

savings

The memorial services were held in
Union church Sunday afternoon. Rev. T.
H. Martin delivered a very appropriate
sermon on t e life of Abraham Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Higgens spent from his childhood days to his death.
the week-end in Bangor.
Special music was sung by the choir and
E. C. Young has a telephone installed male quartette, ably assisted by H. M.
Brown of Unity. Sunday evening the
in his house on College avenue—1-21.
baccalaureate sermon to the graduating
Henry Cunningham was a business class of B. H. S. was delivered in Union
caller in Bangor several days recently.
church by Rev. T. H. Martin with special
music by the choir.
Mr. Sidney Johnson and family of
Skowhegan were callers in town Monday.
The 25th wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Jones was held at their
Alfred Maddocks of Swanville was a
home
last Thursday night. Those prescaller in town Wednesday of last week.
ent beside the family were Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Faye Reynolds and children were Staples, Mrs. F. A. Merritt and son Rayvisitors in Waterville several days re- mond, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Toner, Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Cox, Miss Margaret Sargent
cently.
of Monroe and Mr. Bernard Ellis.
Many
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brier of Belfast
pretty and valuable presents were rewere guests of relatives in town over the
ceived. A supper consisting of cold
holiday.
chicken, creamed potato, fruit sal id, hot
Mr. Willis Morse of Lowell, Mass., is rolls and strawberries was served.
tr
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Leonard
and family.
Harold A. Brown of Milbridge was
brought to Belfast last Sunday by Sheriff
F. H. Quimby and C. H. Roberts have
Frank A. Littlefield, who arrested him
each purchased an Overland car of Harry
on complaint of C.
W. Wescott, presiWalker of Belfast.
dent of the City National Bank. He
Mrs. H. J. Grant and little son Fred was tried before Judge C. R. Chapman
were the guests of relatives in Brewer of the Municipal Court Tuesday and
found guilty of forgery and obtaining
several days recently.
——-

—~

-^

!

I

__

Don’t forget the dance in Crockett’s
Music by
Hall
June 9th.
Barney’s
Orchestra of Waterville.
Mr. F. M. Forbes, who has been spending the winter months with relatives in

Massachusetts,

has arrived home.

crowd from here motored to
Quite
Searsport Sunday and Monday to see the
ruins caused by the recent storm.
a

|

i Mrs. John Jenkens of Monroe was the
! guest of her son, Mr. Charles Jenkens
i and family, Wednesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Littlefield and Mr.
! and Mrs. Harold Colson and baby son
Russell were Sunday callers on J. C.

.Forbes.
Bradford Stoddard, Ray Ward and A.
I B. Huff are at work on the foundation of
| the new Black & Gay Canners, Inc., corn
! factory.
Mr. Walter H. Young, manager of
Brooks Farmers’ Union, was confined to
the house several days last week with a
bad cold.

j

Mr. Bernard Cunningham, who has
employment in Bangor, was the guest of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cunningham and family, several days re
eently.

Miss Faustena Roberts of Augusta and
Mrs. G. R. Ward and children of Unity
were guests of their parents, Mr. and
! Mrs. F K. Roberts and family over the
i

holiday.
Mr. Eugene L. Stevens of Reading,
and friend, Miss Carrie Allen of
Wilmington, Mass., were guests of his
1
grand-aunt, Mrs. Susan Lo.v, several

Mass.,

days recently.
Mr. Hollis W. Jones, who has employment with the Great Northern Paper Co.,
I arrived home from Bangor Wednesday of

Gsfnti-Skid Safety Tread
at the ‘ZOl Price Reduction
Here is a 30x31 tire, with snappy

black tread and creamy white

sides—clean, trim, splendidly

finished—generously large and

full in size, with the Goodrich
anti-skid safety tread.

give

you much

longer mileage, the greatest of
durability, the utmost riding
comfort and the fullest satisfaction.

Like all other Goodrich tires
the ”30x3 2” is made only in one
quality. It is so thoroughly and

unusually good that its makers
frankly declare it the best tire
Goodrich 30x3i
antiskid safety tread fabric tin
now available at the
20%

Price ReduQion which

went

into

effydt May 2nd

|
i

made for small

cars.

THE B.F.GOODRICH RUBBER COMPANY

oAkron, Ohio
Dealers everywhere are selling Goodrich Silvertown Cords, Goodrich Fabric Tires and Goodrich
Red or Gray Tubes—all one quality—at the 20%
reduction in prices which Goodrich made effeofive May 2nd, 1921.

STATE OF MAINE
Public Notice
In conformity with Acc of the 80th Legislature, Chapter 204 of the Public Laws of 1921,
the Commissiuner of Inland Fisheries and
Game hereby promulgates the following Rules
and Regulations relating to fishing in Waldo
County, which regulations shall take eff- ct on
July 7th, A. D. 1921, and shall remain in force
for a period of 4 years unless sooner revoked
or modified by said Commissiuner.
Section 1.

ICE FISHING LAWS.
It shall be lawful to fish through the ice for
pickerel at any time, and tor protected game
fish during the months of February and March
of each year, in accor Jance with the general
law of the State in all the lakes, ponds and

!

j

j

riverain Waldo County.

SPECIAL REgULYHONS
NOTE. The Legislature of 1921 enacted a
law—See Section 18. C.iapter 73 of the Public
Laws of 1921 —providing that the annual closed
season in the brooks and streams of Waldo
County on bind-locked salmon, trout and togue
shall be from July 15th of each year to the i
time the ice is out of the brook or stream fished in the

this

!

heard Tuesday.

prices

:

J. W. Hobbs Sr. has purchased the D.
W. Lane farm owned by E. C. Tasker.
Mr. Tasker has moved into the upstairs
rent in the F. K. Roberts house.

!
j

money from the Bank under false pretences and was committed to jail to
await the action of the Grand Jury at
the September term of the Supreme
Judicial Court.
He was recently arrested in Bangor for a similar offence. Several minor and one civil case was also

lower

j

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Waning and little
Leroy of Damariscotta were weekend guests of her mother, Mrs. Aflie
Crockett.
son

Goodrich
30*3%

ever

—

BROOKS.

The finestGTire for Small Cars

This tire will

good appearance

paper next week.

accounts.

investment in

—an

at

]
j

Manager

value

j

Kuppenheimer
GOOD CLOTHES

real

[will

(jhoir.

BROOKS BRANCH

B. H. S. NOTES.
Wednesday night
Junior prize speaking contest held in
Union hail. This, Thursday, night B.H.S.
graduating exercises held in Union hall.
Music by Perkins’ 'orchestra of Bangor.
-Friday night graduating ball in Union
hall. Music by McKeen’s full orchestra
of Belfast.
An account of the prize
speaking contest will be published in this

get

evening

1

Me., Friday.

ing to stand at the church door and see
the people coming from ali directions to
the church. It made one think of Coleridge’s lines:

The First baptist Church.
Rev.
tieorge C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
The
123-11.
services
telephone,
Cedar;
of worship on Sunday are at 10.45 and
Bible school at 12 o’clock and the
7.30.
Christian Endeavor at 6.30 Thursday
at 7.30 the mid-week service.
Sttang<ers in the city are cordially invited, and
the co-operation of friends
the community, who are not obligated by !
duty and interest to support some other
church, is earnestly desired in the growing work of the church.
The sermon theme at the morning worship will be: “The Making of a Man.” |
Hundreds of boys will be in our city attending Waldo County’s first great conference for boys, under the auspices of
the State Y. M. C. A and promoted by
the leading business and professional men
of the community. This church warmly
welcomes these delegates, with the fervent wish that the program from beginMRS. CHARLOTTE W. JONES
ning to end may profoundly influence
their future for goodf
Charlotte W., widow of John Jones,
Hymns: "Holy,
Holy, Holy Lord Gocl Almighty.” No. died Friday, May 20th, at the home of
209; “The Son of God Goes Forth to her daughter, Clara J., wife of Joseph
War,” No. 414; “Satviour, Thy Dying Vinal of Warren, with whom she h^.
made her home for the past sixteen years.
Love,” No. 461.
Following the morning worship the Death resulted from pneumonia with
ordinance of the Lord's Supper will be which she had been ill for about three
observed, and the reception of new mem- weeks. She had the constant care of her
bers.
daughter and her son, Edwin A. Jones of
The evening service will be omitted.
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones made althe pastor con- most daily trips to Warren during her
Last Sunday
tinued his series on Great Stories and illness.
She was born in Cushing Dec.
His theme was “The 9, 1833, the daughter of Benjamin and
Their Lessons
Story of I Will and I Won’t” by Jesus. Barbara Copeland Wentworth. Her husMiss Edna Hopkins was the soloist of this band died in Warren about 14 years ago.
Sne is survived by a brother and sister,
service.
Wednesday afternoon, of this week the Benj. B Wentworth of Old Orchard and
meet at the Mrs. Cordelia Wentworth of
Ladies’ Sewing Circle
Camden.
home of Mrs. Gerald Ijloward, Congress She made her home in Belfast for about
the
mid- twenty years with her son Edwin and
street. Thursday evening 7.30,
week service. Friday eviening the regular while here was a regular attendant at the
rehearsal of the chorus
Baptist church. She was a most exem
Baptist State convention Tuesday, plary woman, a life long Christian and a
Wednesday and Thursday, June 7-8-9, at ; devoted wife and mother. The funeral
Numerous auto parties are i was held at her late home Sunday, May
Camden.
planning to attend these exercises, when 22nd, with her former pastor, Rev. Mr.
speakers and lecturers Of national repu- j Lait of Bangor officiating. The interment
nation will be present, t’plendid prepara- was in the family lot in Warren.
tions have been made for ali delegates
and visitors by the Camden people.
Allana Corliss and Lewis O. Ellis of
Brunswick were recent guests at the
North Congregational Church. 1 home of Capt. and Mrs. C. B. Swett.

throughout]

ladt week to spend a few days with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Jones and
family, before going back to Seeboomook,

when you buy Kuppenheimer good clothes
—style, fabrics and tailoring true to the excellence
season

of

following spring.

Kuppenheimer

standards.

Section 2.
rules and regulations of the D ipartmant
of Inland Fisheries and Game now in force
affecting fishing in the inland waters of Waldo
County are hereby revoked, said revocation to
become effective July 7th, A. D 1921.
COMMISSIONER OF INLAND
fisheries and game.
June 1st, A. D. 1921 —it22
Maine,
Augusta,

The

All

new

models

ment in

j

good
Other

1

ville, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the
twentieth day of February, in the year of our
Lord one thousand ni le hundred and nineteen,
and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, in Book 333, Page 13J, conveyed to
Nathan D. Ross of said Lincolnville, a certain
parcel of real estate situated in said Lincolnville and bounded and described as follows:
The homestead of Joseph B. Richards, late of
said Town of Lincolnville and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:—Situated on the
United States mail route leading from Lincolnville Center to Belfast, Maine, between the
residences of M<>ses Heal and Samuel Blood,
both late of said Lincolnville, said homestead
being bounded on the south by the said mail
route; on the east by land of Addie Fogg; on
the north by land of Angie O. Thom as; and on
the west by land of Angie O Thomas..
And whereas, said Nathan D, R >ss by his
assignment, dated June 7, A. D 1920, duly
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds,
in Book 297, Page 177, assigned said mortgage
to me, Joseph S. Mullen of said Lincolnville,
guardian of Minnie E. Richards,
And whereas, the condition of said mortgage
has been broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof; 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
JOSEPH S. MULLIN,
3w22
Guardian of Minnie E. Richards. %

eyed

$35

Kuppenheimer Good Clothes
of Kuppenheimer good clothes

The remarkable values now being offered in
Goodyear Tires and Tubes are most impressively illustrated in our clincher type 30x3/2inch Goodyear Cord Tire. Like all other
Goodyear Tires, it is now being made larger,
heavier and stronger, with thicker tread and
It is a big, powerful cord
with
all
the
cord
tire’s
tire,
advantages identical in quality with the Goodyear Cord Tires
of larger size, preferred on the world’s finest
You can buy it today from your Goodcars.
year Service Station Dealer for only
stouter construction.

by his mortgage deed dated March 29th, A. D,
1920, and recorded in the Waldo County Regis- j
try of Deeds, in Book 334, Page 475. conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of
real estate situate in Belfast, in the County of
W'aldo and State of Maine, and bounded as
follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land, together
with the buildings thereon, situated in Belfast, in the County of Waldo and State of
Maine, and described as follows, to wit:—It
being the same real e tate conveyed to Arthur
E. Stantial by Nellie M. Buzzell by her deed
dated March 17, 1919, and recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of D^eds, in Book 335,
Page 501, to wbich deed and the record thereof reference may ba had for a more particular
con

to

Rare Values in Cord Tire
for Small Cars

of

real estate

$16.50

a

Copyright 1921, B. Kuppenheimer & Company

Sylvester
Belfast, in
WHEREAS,
the County of Waldo and State of Maine,

same

at

—the house

Notice of foreclosure

It is also the

good makes

The Home of

Ellen D. Richards, C. K. RichWHEREAS.
ards and Dave E. Richards of Lincoln-

description.

display represent

Harry W. Clark & Co.,

Notice of foreclosure

D. M.

better investappearance than ever—$35 to $44.50

now on

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

Offices Throughout

to

me, D. M. Sylvester, by Arthur E. Stantial by
deed bearing even date with this deed; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken:
Now, therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Belfast. Maine, May 31st, A. D. 1921.
ARTHUR E. STANTIAL.
3w22
B. & T.

30x3>$ Heavy Tourist Tube $
in waterproof bag-

5
—

the U'orlJ

30x3' Regular Tube-

S')2;2;

//

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO, SS.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,
IN

Petit Manan Land

EQUITY.

Company

vs.

Petit Manan Land]& Industrial Company.
ORDER OF

NOTICE.

Wesley Dunn, Receiver in the above entitled cause, having presented his report and
also a petition for distribution of the funds remaining in his hands, it is hereby
Ordered, That a hearing on said report and
petition be had at the office of Carroll N. Perkins, Esq, Waterville, Maine, on Thursday,
June 23,1921, at 10 o'clock a, m., and that notice thereof be given to all parties interested
therein by publishing an attested copy of this
order once a week for three successive weeks
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, in said County of Waldo, the
last publication to be at least seven days before the date of ■ said hearing, in order that
such interested parties may be present and
show cause, if any they have, why said report
should not be accepted and said petition
R.

granted.

Dated this twenty-eighth day of May, A. D.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK,
1921.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy. Attest:
JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
8w22

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for their kindness to us in our
bereavement and for the many beautiful
flowers sent as silent tokens of love and
respect to our mother.
Mr. and Mrs Abram Sansom
*
and Daughter belle.
~

LOST

WASH STAND
-AT-

The

Banks’ Garag*

We guarantee

a

good job on

--

CARD OF THANKS
A LADY’S BROWN COAT was lost
We wish to thank all who were kind to
May 27th from an automobile on the river
road or the Searsport road, near Belfast. us in our late bereavement and 'also for
The finder will be rewarded by leaving the many expresions of sympathy reMRS. C. J. CLARK
the coat at the Farm Bureau Office, Coun- ceived since.
and Family.
lw22*
ty Building, Belfast

your

car.

-—--

MAID

WAI>I'-1
AT THE

Waldo County Hospil1*

It Isn’t V\|hat You Pay
It’s Whatf You Get
se^

c^n

article

<?'

of men’s

you any

or boys’
clothing as cheaply as you
can buy the same
thing
°f anybody,
,i
anywhere, at

any time, but it
'I to
our

get

isn’t fair

prices

Thomas H. Marshall Post extends a
vote of thanks to the Loyal Legion for
the part they took on their behalf on

Elbert Lear, who has been under quarantine in the Knowlton house on High
street for some time with diphtheria, died
Tuesday night, aged 36 years. His wife,
parents and several sisters survive. They
came here trom Northport.

on our

then buy the
same article in a
poorer
quality elsewhere and tell
the world we are
profiteering. If you want low
priced goods you can get

of us, but don’t kick if they wear out
ap,J never look like a rtiillion dollars.
Yours truly.

BERT L.

The News ot Belfast
ADVERTISEMENTS

NtW

of regulations regarding fishi,
io county.
\\
Mrs. Abram Sansom; and
...iblish a card of thanks, j
.■

....

Clark and family
i

publish

a

ihanks.
brown coat lost.
Maine Power Co. .offer
itrred stock at divided I payral

Wilson

was

Day speaker for E.
Monroe, last Monday.

the Memorial

M.

Billings Post,

D^n’t forget to pay the secretary of B
H, S. A. A., Miss Florence E. Dunton
your annual dues which are
payable June
1st.
The annual event will take
place in
mid-summer.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice D.
Towle, who
recently returned from California, have
decided not to take the Bowman
house
on
Congress street, but to spend the
summer at one of the Towle
cottages on
the East Belfast shore.

John Cochran Chapter, D. A.
R., will
hold their annual field dav next
Monday
co|itinu- afternoon with Mrs. Julia G Ferguson
j uRPer High street. The picnic supoer
al Theatre publishes picture i will be followed by the regular meeting,

f feather fans for sale.!
Co. give notice of
1
t ast business.
the week.

.more Store advertises
at four ninety five.

i;

the last of the season.

smore

Members of the Belfast H;gh school
soph more class, accompanied by the
Misses DeBeck, teachers, had a
delightful motor launch trip to Islesboro Saturday. It was a perfect day for an outing

}
Sample Shop advertises

summer
:

a

suits and afternoon

I

sses.

.porting Co. offers jelly* descoffee as specials foi Fri'i

mrday.
Co. advertises the

st

lack-

and
factory wants
pcit'Kei girls.
'1 irkct offers Friday and Sats of soap, shoulders, oranges,
has furnished tene-

roster

f

f

good

offered

trades

on

rage makes special offer
L

on

!

:

C<L

i'iv 1

ton Real Estate
'.age to sell or rent.
Store offer

ire

b,r

joyed.

Rev.

A. E.
the

Wilson gave a bird talk,
bird
songs before the

children of the grammar grades and High
school last

Wednesday

afternoon in the
He recently gave the
bird songs before the Teachers' Club of
Belfast and Supt. E. E. Roderick and Mr
Harry A. Foster arranged for the gathering for'the school children Wednesday.

Unitarian church.

friends of Thomas Gardner
U. S. N., received news Saturof
his
day
engagement to Miss Mildred
Bleecker Wells of Brooklyn, N. Y. No
date of the wedding is given.
Mr. Randall is a Belfast boy, the son of William
M. Randall and is serving his second
term of en.istment iu the
navy. During
the war he was chief radio operator of
the super dreadnought New Mexico and
had a part in its wonderful record breaking work. He has spent a part of ins
regular vacations in this city and has
many friends who extend congratulations.
Belfast

Randall,

advertises wash stand,

age

and the visit to the island was an interesting one. A picnic dinner was also en-

whistling

I
seamet

has

Holeproof

siik.
Motors do repair wors. and
cars.

George H. Robertson,two
lovers, found May 29th,
■Us with a large number of
green berries and eight or
The condition
ripe ones.

ire

Joseph W. Blaisdell will give a
farewell luncheon Thursday noon in
honor of Mrs. Arthur E Wilson, who
will leave for Dorchester, Mass., in September The guests will include members
of the Unitarian Alliance.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Decrow and Mr.
and Mrs Leroy A. Coombs and son Harry
took a pleasure trip to Vinalhaven in the
Decrow launch Louise last Thursday* A
llsh dinner was enjoyed at Mr. Coombs’
cottage. Mr. Coombs and family remained in Vinalnaven over Memorial day.

The store where your little old dollar
buys 100 cents worth.

Rev. A. E.

Mrs.

quickly

DAVIS,

an"

Colonial Theatre
TODAY
LOUISE GLAUM in
“I

“Sundown Slim”
SATURDAY

EILEEN PERCY in

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Shorey, who
have been visiting relatives at Citypoint,
left Monday for Portland, where Mr.
Shorey has a position with the H. H. Hay
Drug Co. and Mrs. Shorey will clerk at
Eastman’s
Dry Goods Store. Their
daughter Dorothy will remain at Citypoint for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Eton B. Gilchrest of
Grand Rapids, Mich., and P.of. and
Mrs. Charles D. Cool and children of
Madison, Wis., will arrive the last part
of this month to spend a few weeks at
The Battery. They will make the trip
by auto and will also visit their parents,
Hon. and Mrs. Robert F. Dunton.

“Why Trust Your Husband”

»

“The

Mollycoddle”

TUESDAY
WILLIAM S. HART
—IN—

son

“The Cradle of

IheBenefit Stores
From Coast to Coast

Friday and Saturday

Courage”

ALICE BRADY in

“Out of The Chorus”
Last Three

SAY

holeproof
■

)

THE MYSTIC
you

want to

know.

middle aged woman for
general housework. Three in
the lamily and no children.'
or

Apply

to

SELWYN THOMPSON,
11 Grove St., Belfast, Me.

JELLY
DESSERTS

ury when

2

Sir 15c

Spring Street

because

the!

|!lendid service

theyi

render.

{

Reinforced

points?

where the

a;

comes!

resist
(:°tton hose,

;sR‘Wn

u°,f,rs

^•nte

~

well!

;j

the

Black. Brown,

Gray.

|
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Quantabacook, Searsmont.

Vivian Wentworth

Longfellow

any

else, given

one

anv

such

We have just received a new shipment
this morning which insures plenty of sizes
for everybody—if you will step lively.

This week I have TWELVE HORSES to
Won’t go
sell. Good ones, acclimated.
sick and as the season is getting on I will
the
worth
sell them
money.
A grocery

Good strong one,

wagon.

Single horse truck wagon at a
cheap.
bargain. You will buy when you see it
and learn how low the price is.

Tubes also at record breaking cheapCome and see them and SAVE
MONEY
ness,

Still have
harnesses.

TEAS and
COFFEE

a

few good trades left in

Square Deal Stables

Hi

Best Values in Town!
BUTTER LOVERS GAEET
REDUCED PRICES !

SWEET NUT
^-

VVjJIys

Saves You 1-3 of Your
Usual Butter Bill!
OE ’EM ALL!

SWEETEST

Direct

36 Hours

PITTSFIELD
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN

Are Hood for

Mail orders promptly filled.

j

STUDIO
Hall’s Studio,

Belfast, Maine.

GUARANTEED’’

“EVERYTHING

The
Postage Prepaid

on

$1 Mail Orders

Shingles
Second Clear

We have just received
from China an assort-

flowers. Also

and

some new

necklaces, chains, pendants, etc.
Amy L.

Shingles

Why

pay more for

of poorer

sliding

Cooper &Co.

pinched

nerves.

by
Chiropractic

removes the pinch and health is
the result.

DAVIS & STURM
Palmer School Graduate Chiropractors,
80 Main Street,* Belfast, Maine.
Office hours—9 to 11 a. m. Monday*.
Wednesdays and Fridays.

producing

the

Willys-Knight

condition of ascending
efficiency up to 50,000 miles or more. This means
more power and less
upkeep, instead of the usual
experience—more upkeep and less power. “Ride
in a Knight this weeK.”
a

HARRY E. WALKER
DISTRIBUTOR FOR WALDO COUNTY

Healey’s

Ice Cream

Everybody Knows

------*

caused

of

quality.

Wilson,
are

'Sleeves

shingles

Sue M. Partridge.
All diseases

Many Years

at

per
thousand

ment of small feather
fans with hand painted

designs of birds

Motors

Sleeve-Valve Motor instead of wearing out—wear
in with use,

For $2-00

Sedan

You do not have to be of a mechanical turn
of mind to appreciate that a motor with
sliding
telescopic sleeves will last longer than a motor
whose chief parts are in continuous concussion.

M. A. COOK’S

Stores also:

Knight

Willys-Knight

on

Kodak Finishing

Importinq Co..

10 Main St, Belfast, Me.

I

Holeproofs

or

values.

ON

To tell the number of pairs

have sold this week would sound like
exaggeration. No wonder—never before
we

Six thousand mile
Ford tires. Firsts.
kind. Price lower than anybody else will
sell them.

ankles-^

counted

gratifying.

A modern Overland, five passenger, in
excellent condition. Runs like new, fifty
percent less than cost. Come and see it.

A1<led that the
the
detail

We knew we were giving exceptional
values-but this unsolicited testimonial
from a man “who knows” is certainly

have we,

I

low shoe, and just for

material, “he said $7.50”—and was very
much surprised when “we said $4.95.”
Needless to say he took them.

WANTED
Girl

a

satisfaction, we asked him what
he would be willing to pay for a
Mahogany
Ball Strap Oxford we showed him. After
carefully examining the workmanship and

CLAYTON
Ask him anything

after

was

our own

Another good usetul second hand Ford
at a price you can’t resist.

lays
ankles]
piay its rather nice

Holeproof.

He

Days of

car

jivere

ASK FOR
'!! K HOSIERY

An expert shoe maker from our local
factory happened in (before we put them
on sale) the
day we opened up these
men’s shoes at four ninety-five.

WEDNESDAY

|Just

DON’T

An actual fact concerning the Men’s shoes we
are selling forFour Ninety-Five

MONDAY
DOUGLAS
FAIRBAKS in

10 MAIN ST.

cises.

Gufty”

HARRY CAREY in

j

The members of Penobscot Encampment and Canton Pallas, I. O. O. F., are
looking forward with pleasure to the visitation of Casco Encampment of Brunswick, who will be entertained by them
while passing through Belfast on a pilgrimage to Bar Harbor, Friday, June 3d.
The Grand officers of the Grand Encampment and the Department Commander
and aid of the Patriarchs Militant will be
present by invitation. There will be a
parade at five o’clock in the afternoon,
followed by a banquet and evening exer

Am

FRIDAY

attend.

Mr. and Mrs. John Swanson and little
John, who have been living at the
Warren farm on Lincolnville avenue .for
The program for the 58th annual ses- sometime left Saturday for New York.
sion of the Maine Unitarian Conference Mr. Swanson was one of the expert
to be
held with the First Parish next radio operators here during the testing of
Monday and Tuesday will open with an i the location, etc., of the International
address of welcome by Mayor C. W. i Radio Station on Congress street.
Wescott and will include addresses by iMRS. CHARLES E. JOHNSON
some of the most brilliant speakers in
New England.
Maria S., wife of Charles E. Johnson,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
died at their home on Cedar street
Philbrook, Bridge street, has been quar- day morning. She had been in Saturfailing
antined on account of the illness of one
health for several years, but her last ill
of their
ten children with infantile !
ness was of but six weeks’ duration. She
paralysis. The quarantine has been
born in Dexter, May 21, 1843, the
lifted from the residence of Mr. and Mrs. was
little youngest daughter of Rev. Frederic A.
whose
James
C.
Robertson,
and Martha A. (Webster) Hodgdon.
Her
daughter Avis was ill with this dreaded
I father was called twice to the pastorate
j disease.
the
First
of
Universalist
i
church, in 1844
“Clayton” The Mystic is surely mys- and 1858
1
Practically all of her life has
tifying the crowds at the Colonial. Wnile been spent in Belfast. When a
young
] Clayton does not claim to have super- girl she attended Miss Barnes’ private
natural powers, his act is surely very school and later
finished
her education at
;
mystifying. Only three days more to the Highland Avenue Seminary in Somsee him in
his wonderful experiments,
I
erville, Mass. All her life she had been
j Ask him anything you wish, he will a consistent and devoted member of the
j surely give you an answer. Friday Mit- Universalist church and
its
allied
! inee will be for ladies only.
societies.
During the war she devoted
much
of
a
her
time
entertained
Howes
for
the
Mrs. Allan M.
loc 1
an<4 energy
two-table auction party last Friday even- Red Cross Besides her husband, two
Miss Belle Keating assisted in serv- sisters, Misses Angelia M. and Frances
ing.
ing. The prizes were won by Mrs Nor- A. Hodgdon, survive. Devoted to home
i nterests, a loyal friend and a kind neighman A. Read and Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop
The other guests were Mrs. Charles E. bor she enjoyed the love and esteem of
Brown, Mrs. Harry L Kilgore, Mrs. many. The funeral was held at her late
Henry Smith, Mrs. Herbert H. Stevens, home Tuesday at 2 p. m., with Rev.
Mrs. Dana B. Southworth and Mrs. Pierre Ashley A. Smith of Bangor and Rev
William Vaughan of East Belfast officiaWerner.
ting. The bearers were Messrs. Charles
the
of
younger
daughter
Charlotte,
F. Swift, Charles P. Hazeltine, Charles
Ralph L. Cooper, observed her eighth S. Bickford and
Selwyn Thompson.
birthday Friday with a gay lawn party
and a dainty lunch. The .entre of attraction was a handsome birthday cake
furnishing generous servings for all. The
little people present were Alice Brown,
Alice Coombs, Elizabeth Dunbar, Ora
Rogers, Janet Sheiman, Eleanor Stephenson, Lawrence
Dow, James Morse,
Richard Patterson and George Rogers.
“Awful good time” was reported.

A Midsummer Eve
This delightful
Charles Gallagher, the younger of the I
two Neponset, Mass., youths, held in the ! musical fairy play w.ll be given in the
Beltast jail for the September Grand Colonial Theatre, in connection with the
..bowed a normal growth,
Jury, was released Saturday and accom regular pictures, Saturday afternoon,
season is the last week in
panied home by a Boston attorney sent June 4th, under the auspices of the
A
her?
irstin duly.
to transact
the
business. The teachers of the McLellan school.
other
youth, Henry Ducett is still here, large number of the pupils from all the
ml this week offers a exbill of attractions, fe atur- i They were taken into custody by Sheriff grades will take part, including the folFrank A. Littlefield for breaking and en- lowing characters: Dorothy, the princess,
ig prominent stars c f the
around whom
uglas Fairbanks, W lliam tering the summer home at Lincolnville, in forget-me-not costume,
owned by J. llallett Gilbertie of New the plot centers; Queen Mab, herald,
Brady, Louise Gibum,
York. They confessed the crime and pages, arbutus, innocence, special flowmid Eileen Percy.
k of June 20 in iiind. also exhibited a diary giving brief ac- ers, will-o’-the wisps, little green elves,
All are in paper cos
counts of like offences from
io be something big. i
Neponset spirit of the dawn.
here.
tqmes appropiiate to the part. Each
Home Bakery placed a
have solo parts and there will be most atlur truck in commission
South Belfast.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Her- tractive
entertaining drills and
r their supplies at wnolebert D. Cunningham arrived
Saturday dances, in the first scene. The second
i:. in the city and
county, from W aterville to spend Memorial
Day scene is the court of the fairy queen.
er
has charge off this with Mrs.
Cunningham’s parents, Mr. The finale is “Day is Dawning” by the
products are some of the
and Mr. M. A. Wadlin, in
This annual event is
Northport...Mr. queen and chorus.
■•.et and they deserve and
and Mrs. George Alexander and
daughter always attended by the public in large
'uime patronage,
and
Marjorie
Mrs. J. H Peavey of Lin- numbers and this the most entertaining
embers of Frank D. Bazel- colnville were guests Memorial Day of program ever undertaken.
ned at 8 p. m Sunday from Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Curtis....Mr. and
Rev. Fr. Timothy J O’Mahoney, who
Mrs. Joseph Brockhouse and
a
t tie steamer Castine with
daughter returned to his parish at the St. Francis
headquarters. A lobster Hilda and Dr. and Mrs. W. T. Knoop of church in this city last Tuesday from an
malhaven shore was one
Providence, K. f., who have been spend- extended visit in Ireland and the contiivable features of the,trip,
ing a few days with Mr. and Mrs. Levi
and including the world war battle
G. Herrick, left for their homes by auto nent,
gs of cod and pollock
was given a
loyal and delightful
Alton I,. Johnson was iliigh May 30th.. .Miss Eulalia Greenlaw, Cas- fields,
reception at 8 p. m. at the St. Francis
■'
ing of ten. Most ot the liue Normal School, ’21, spent the week- hall. The decorations were
simple and
done off Matinicus. The end as a guest of her aunt, Mrs. Ada Curof flags, lilacs and
■deal for the water trip.
tis.Mr. and Mrs. M I. Stevens of elTective, consisting
an abundance of Japanese snowball, arNorthport were guests Memorial Day of
ranged under the direction of Miss M. M.
their son, Dr. Carl
Stevens, in this city... Pendleton.
The
reception committee
Mrs. M.
A. Wadlin, son Loren and
were Edward Hogan in charge, assisted
daughter Alice and Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Francis X Pendleton Thomas V. DaiCurtis attended the Knox Waldo Musical by
1
ly and W. H Black. Fr. O’Mahcmey
festival in Camden Friday night.
was preseuled with a set of dishes and a
Rev Fr
The B. H. S. Graduation. The an- beautiful glass reading lamp.
nual graduation will take place in the Francis MacPartland, who substituted
Armory Wednesday evening, June 8th, during his absence, was presented with a
There was a
valuable travelling trunk.
with the following program:
short literary and musical program with
Orchestra
March, Commeration,
remarks by the guests of honor, Fr.
Rev A. E. Wilson
Invocation,
O’Mahoney speaking briefly on conditi ons
Bartlett J Whiting
Salutatory,
in Ireland and on the continent. Ices
Ruth Leman
Essay, Immigation,
and cakes were served under the direcof
Piano Solo, Sextette, Lucia
tion of Mrs. Mary C Colcord, Mrs. F X.
Beulah
!
Young Pendleton and Mrs. James D. Hill
'
BeClass History,
G. Louise Clark
sides the parish, friends in town, delegaAfter
What?
School
Essay,
tions from Northport, Stockton Springs.
y one’s
Lenore Thompson
Searsport and Waterville were present.
Charlotte Knowlton
Solo, Selected,
hosel
C.
Greenlaw
Verna
Prophecy,
Following is the program for the Sophoh
Helen D. Wescott more prize speaking contest in the Arm
Valedictory,
Lillian Davis ory, Thursday evening, June 2nd:
Ode,
most imThe formalities include the presenta- “Give Me Liberty or Give Me Death,”
tion of the class and school gifts, the
Patrick Plenry
tar't
of dress
award for general efficiency in the ComLinwood Thayer
mercial Department, presentation of di- The Little Black Eyed Rebel,
is not
a..
plomas and benediction. The class roll:
Will Cardeton
Gladys Achorn, Kate Brown, Alfred
Dorothy Spear
Louise
Grace
The New South,
Bruce, Hillard H. Buzzell,
Henry W. Grady
e worn
of
Harold Kelly
Clark, Ruth Dinsmore, Lillian Antoinette Davis, Elizabeth Park Doak, Clara A Family Jar,
Unknown
Gretchen Fletcher
Isabelle Edwards, George T. Fletcher,
Verna C. Greenlaw, Mary Agifes Hill, The March of the Constitution,
Elizabeth K. Kittredge, Charlotte H.
Andrew S. Draper
David Moody
Knowlton, Ruth Leman, Florence Me
at all
Andlesa, Ida Leverne Marriner, Olive Why Should the Spirit of Mortal
Be Proud,
May Morse, Albert Anderson Morey,
Knox
wear
!
Louise Newell
Watson E. Nickerson, Carroll Snow far',f
Annie
Louise
A
Rogers,
wear as
duet, selected,
ker, Margaret
Idres Rogers and Mildred Heal
Louise Piper, Lenore Thompson, Helen
Dinsmore Wescott, Norman Woodbury, The Death-Bed of Benedict Arnold,
Bartlett Jere Whiting, Susie Mary PerGeorge Leppard
in all
wantea
Wesley Patterson
kins, Beulah E. Young. The Baccaleaurate sermon will be given by Rev. Wm. “I Was So Glad I Was Here,”
Anon.
Margaret Eaton
Vaughan at the Universalist church next
i
the
accomThe Builders,
Class,
Sunday morning, when
and
Longfellow
Marion Rhoades
panied by teachers and officials will atthe
remainder
of
The
Auntie
Doleful’s
tend in a body.
Visit,
Mary Dallas
Pauline Stackpole
week’s program will include the banquet
and usual program at the Baptist church, Farmer Stebbins at the Bat,
the bsll in the Armory, planting of the
Will Carleton
■
Everard Bailey
class tree, a theatre party, and a weekend trip to the Vickery Camps at Lake The Day la Done,
1

rar.

attended
Camden, re-

the Knox-Waldo Festival in
mamed over Sunday and was the guest
Memorial Day. Thomas Gannon, Adjt.
Mr. and Mrs. John Peers
The regular meeting of Primrose Chap- of her cousins,
at Lake Alford.
of
Camden
be
O.
E.
S.
will
held
ter.
to-morrow,
The many friends in Maine of Mr.
Friday, evening, when degrees will be
conferred on two candidates and re- Frank W. Uowen will be glad to learn
of his success in business in California.
freshments served.
as ever in prohiMiss Katherine E. Brier went to Scit- He is deeply interested
bition and trusts that the Eighteenth
to
a
house
with
uate, Mass.,
join
party
the Volstead Act will
friends over Memorial Day. She ston- Amendment and
as a bone.
ed in Boston en route to buy goods for E. make Maine as dry
The Hospital Aid and Club will meet
K. Brier & Co.
afternoon with the president,
Judge Clydf R. Chapman has bought Thursday
Everyone interested in
the Frank W. Peavey house, so-called, Mrs. Cecil Clay.
the work of this society is urged to be
on Condon street and after making rethose who are to have tapairs and improvements will occupy it. present. All
fair to be held AuHe also has ample room for his favorite bles or booths at the
gust 25th in the Armory should plan to
pastime of gardening.

best goods

idem

Mias Florence, aaugmer or
Mrs. Albert M. Parsons, who

For Sale

or

Rent

A small furnished bungalow cottage
with garage and land for garden, two
miles from city and one mile from Northport Campground at Birch CreBt, Northport. Will rent for the season or will
sell at a bargain. Also storage room to
rent. Apply at

DICKEY-KNOWLTON
Real Estate office.

What

That

Is

WATCH FOR THE DELIVERY TEAM
Dinner and party orders a SPECIALTY.
Packed to keep until wanted.
We use no substitutes, but 100 percent pure products,
Try it. This X
product is sold as HEALEY’S ICES.

For sale at Johnson’s
Telephone connection.

only
3w20

A

MANY INDUSTRIES
TIED TOTOBACCO

so

THE

PUZZLE.

an’

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

fat,

tole
W’edder wan was nam’ Pat,
Or 'Poleon or Nig.
can

^

For dem t’ree leetle pig
I mak’ ev’ry day
Wan beeg pail o’ nice slop—
Mix grain, milk an’ wh^y—
An’ dey eat ev’ry
drop,
Don’t leave wan small swig.

Allied Trades.
USES

shiny

I scarcely

Prohibition of Weed Would Mear
Big Financial Loss to
WHO

PIG

I git t’ree leetle
pig,
Dey’re black lak de coal,
All

MATCH?

Den put in dem t'ree
pig;
Dey don’t till dat pail
Five, seex tarn I was try,
Head, body an’ tail—
Can you pleas’ tole me
w’y
Dat pail was too beeg?
—

The Smoker Mainly—Also Responsible
for Spending Hundreds of Millions

Annually

for Licorice, Sugar,
Coal, Cigar Boxes, Tin
Foil, Etc.

Get that pipe-party-bee buzzing in your smokesection! Know for a fact what a joy’us jimmy pipe
can and will do for your peace and content!
Just
check up the men in all walks of life you meet daily
who certainly get top sport out of their pipes
all
with
Prince
aglow
fragrant, delightful, friendly
Albert!

Prince Albert is
sold in toppy red

bags, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin

you

can

—

humidors and in the

pound crystal glass

humidor with
sponge moistener
top.

before could believe

possible!

You don’t get tired of a pipe when it’s
Prince Albert! Paste that in your hat!

packed with

And, just between ourselves! Ever dip into the
sport of rolling ’em? Get some Prince Albert and
the makin’s papers
quick and cash in on a cigarette that will prove a revelation!
—

—

Fringe Albert

Copyright 1921
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co.

Winston-Salem,
N.C.

the national joy smoke

IHfc
THE
The
Tm

IMMIGRATION

POS lCHllK

Bl LL.

immigration bill went into
May 28th and will continue in full
new

force until June 30, 1922.
Under its terms, immigration from any
country hiring the period it is in force is
limited to 3 per cent, of the number of
mmigrants from that country who are
al ready here, as recorded in the census of
19 10. The question has been raised why
th e census of 1910 was
talfen as the basi s of computations rather Than the census of 1920; but, at the timie the bill was
be ing framed, the details of the 1920 censu s were not accessible.
If 1920 had been
taken as the basis, the allotments to different countries would have varied somewhat, but the aggregate would have been
very nearly the same, for the official figures, just published, show that the total
increase of the alien born population from
1910 to 1920 was only 358,442, while during the preceding decade it was nearly
ten times as great—or, to be
exact, was
3,131,728 The 3 per cent, limit mean !
that the total number of immigrants who
will be permitted to enter the country
during the next year is about 350,000.

KOSE1U SH'S

KINDNESS

ITT1.I-; Miss ROSEBUSH grew by
the stone wall in the garden
where there were so many beautiful
flowers that grew so much taller than
she that no one noticed her.
Eittle Miss Rosebush was a pretty,
dainty looking little bush with pink
roses, and if she could not be tall and
beautiful she knew she must be very
sweet.

she grew in her place in the garden, sending out all the sweetness she
could, and when the faU days came
she leaned against the stone wall and
went to sleep.
So

The new law marks a new departure in
national policy. Hitherto, the incomi ng !
floods of immigrants hive been regarded
j
But one morning she was awakened
rather with satisfaction as proof of the
extent to which the foreign-born recogr ! by feeling something tugging at her,
nized the superior opportunities for advancement which this country afforded.
But the experience of the last few years
has taught us that there are immigrants !
and immigrants; and that, while a large
proportion of the newcomers might have j
the making of industrious and worthy cit- !
izens, an unrestricted immigration, under
conditions now prevailing in Europe,
would precipitate upon us problems too
serious to be lightly accepted. The overwhelming majorities by which the re- i
striction bill passed both houses of Con- |
gress—in the Snate with only a single j
dissenting vote—are sufficient proof that \
the need of restriction was fully appreci- !

ated.—Boston Herald.
THE

HENS
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i

CACKLE.

and who should she see but a little
Robin pulling off her dead leaves.

Mrs. Elwin Noble of Livermore Falls'
“Oh, I ant so sorry to disturb you,"
is entitled to lirst honors in the Maine
said Robin, "but you see I have been
egg-laying contest, her 25 Rhode Island
Reds having attained an average of 119.
1 did not
caught in a snowstorm.
60 eggs per hen in the six months period
think it would come so soon, ; ki<1 I
covered by the competition which has
have crept into the opening in this
been conducted under the extension serwall to keep warm.”
vice of the College of Ariculture.
“Just help yourself to my leaves,”
There were eight other contestants
whose hens averaged 100 e’ggs or more
said Miss Rosebush. “I wish I could
each in the six months. An analysis of
help you to keep warm."
the records by breeds shows thatj the
Robin pulled off all the leaves that
had
the
best
Wyandottes
general average,
were left on the bush and snuggled
Rhode Reds being second and Barred
himself into the crack in the wall unPlymouth Rocks third.
This contest was the third held in
Maine. All the hens in the competition
were kept on the farms of their
owners, BANGOR BC AROOSTOOK RAIL HEAD
housed and fed according to directions
GIVES VIEWS ON SITUATION
and the pens and records inspected by the
county agents and state extension poulPercy R. Todd, president of the Bantry specialist.
The importance of early hatching of gor & Aroostook railroad, told members
chickens is emphasized in Mr. Wilbur’s of the Massachusetts Real Estate Exreport of the contest, which concludes as change that if the presidents of New
follows: “These figures of production of England railroads would deal directly
hens housed and cared for in a definite with their employes there would be no
He asserted that
way by the farmers themselves, on their trouble over wages.
railroad labor had put itself completely
own premises, clearly show that when
into
the
hands
of
national labor organipullets are hatched early, then properly
selected and cared for, they will produce zations.
a fair profit during the winter months.”
"I am not
talking against labor
unions,” Mr. Todd said; “I am in favor
of them; they have done a great deal of
good, but some of the leaders now seem
to
be drunk with power and are abusing
FOR
their own members.”
Several speakers presented different

Children

dry

FLETCHERjS
CASTORIA

i.i
sun

the

snow

went

came out

away and the

warm

again.

“I am going south today." he told
Miss Rosebush, “but you may be sure
I will never forget your kindness, and
I shall be hack very early in the
spring to repay it."
Miss Rosebush had no idea how
Robin could repay her, and she did
not think she had done anything for
which he should, so she hugged the
wall closer and went to sleep for the
winter.
When she awoke in the spring she
was
much surprised to find
very
Robin already back from the south,
around her roots with his bill in a

BUSINESS FIRS

rector met the church warden
just before the morning service and
beckoned to him.
“Mr. Grimes,” he said, “we had better
take up the collection before the sermon
this morning.”
“Very well, if you wish it,” returned
the warden. “But what is your reason?”
He controlled his feelings very well
for he was very conservative and hated
any innovation.
But the rector was adamant.
“1 think it will be wiser,” he remarked.
“The fact is, I am going to preach
«>n the subject of
economy.”—Los Angeles Times.

very busy manner.
I
am
“You
see,
keeping
my
“1 am quite
promise,” he chirped.
sure I
know why you have never
grown as tall as you should; there
are too many worms around this wall,
hut this year you will not be held
back by them. I promise you.”
Every morning and evening Robin
came and worked to repay Miss Rosebush’s kindness of the fall day when
he was caught in the snowstorm, and
when June came all the flowers in the
garden looked with surprise upon
Miss Rosebush's beauty, for she far
outgrew them all.
Up to the top of the stone wall she
grew, aniT then above it. and her
beautiful pink roses were so large
that
everybody passing that way
stopped to admire them.
“Now, what do you suppose happened?” said a big red rosebush who
had always been the pride of the
“No one ever noticed Miss
garden.
Rosebush before this summer.”
No one could tell, hut if they had
asked Robin lie could have told them
that it was kind deeds that made her
so
beautiful, hut though It is said
that little birds tell a great deal,
Robin did not tell what he knew
about Miss Rosebush, and so no one
in the garden found out why she grew
so tall and beautiful that summer.

|

solutions of the railroad problem in this
section.
Consolidation into one New
England system or fusion with the trunk
lines were alternatives before the roads
now, Edgar J. Rich, council for the Associated Industries of Massachusstts. declared.
He favored consolidation.

For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always

bears

the

Signature

of

ou account of their teeth.
To keep the teeth sound
and gums firm and
healthy, form the
daily habit of

brushing

them
Wltb

headache—rub foreand back
of neck with Vicks. Melt
a

little in

a

spoon and

inhale the vapors.

WICKS
VapoRub
V

Oner 7 7 Million Jan Uted Yearly

Kind You Have
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OFNTAOR
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Always Bought
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and convey at public «.r |r
JOSHUA CROCKETT, late of Winterport,
tv:
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
All per ; real estate situated in M
of Waldo, belonging t..
demands
ty
the
estate
of
having
against
|
said deceased are desired to present the same scribed in said petition.
Estate of Carrie E. Jones
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.* j tion of Koscoe A. Joiich f
that he may be licensed to
ETTA J. HOMER.
Bucksport, Me., May 10, 1921.
j private sale certain rea.
j Brooks, in said (Aunty of W
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub- said ward and described in
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
Estate of Jane W Fergusduly appointed administratrix of the estate of hirst and final account pres
■
DENNIS M. CHANDLER, late of Burnham, ance by Alfred M. Ferguso.
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and give,
Estate of Victoria A. A:it r.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having , viile.
hirst and final act*
demands against the estate of said decease
allowance by Charles M How.
are desired to present the same tor settle
Estate of Daniel haunc
Final account of distributi
ment, and all indebted thereto are request?
to make payment immediately.
Frank R. Woodcock, trusto.
ANNIE L. CHANDLER.
will and testament ot saiu
Burnham, Me May 10, 1921.
Estate of Elmira Jones Tn
water, State of Minnesota,
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The su!
sen ted for allowance by
scribei hereby gives notice that he nas bee:
Association by S. H. Morgan
duly appointed administrator of the estate ot tee under the last, will at d i.
deceased.
EMMA E. SMALL, late of Belfast,
Estate of Abide E. Greet
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giv.
1
bonds as the law diiects. Al! persons bavin*, fast, hirst and final aceallowance
by Eulalia C. Cr-the estate ot 8aid decease
demands

Druggist

sons

!

j

»

—.

Iress.—

j

j

STATE OF MAINE
WALDO, SS.

\

Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
Honorable

within and for the County of Waldo, on the
fourth Tuesday of September, in the year
of our Lord onemthousand nine hundred and

twenty-one:
C. FLANDERS of Belfast, in the
ARTHUR
County of Waldo and State of Maine,

respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed: that he was lawfully
married to Viola E Flanders of Belfast aforesaid, at said Belfast, on the third day of May,
A. I). 1917; that they cohabited in this State
after their said marriage; that since said mar
riage your libelant has conducted himself 10
wards the said Viola E. Flanders as a faithful
and affectionate husband; yet the said Viola
E. Flanders, wholly regardless of her marriage
convenant and duty, on the first day of May, A.
D. 1920, at Belfast aforesaid, and on divers
other uays and times since their intermarriage
tias committed the crime of adultery with one
Melvin Dyer.
Libelant avers that the residence of said
libelee is not known to him and cannot be ascertained by reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, your libelant prays that he may
be decreed a divorce frqm the bonds of matrimony now existing between him and the said
Viola E. Flanders,
Dated at Belfast, ihis twentieth day of
April, A. D. 1921
ARTHUR C. FLANDERS.

Personally appeared

the above named Arthur C. Handers and made oath that the alle
gations [contained in the above libel by him
signed are true, before me, this twentieth day
of April. A. D. 1921.
H. C. BUZZELL,
Justice of the Peace.

STATE OF MAINE.
Judicial Court

\

|

SEND SAPMLE TUBE FREE

j

->

j

After
each meal
and on retiring. to inhibit
growth of bacteria

N ame..

the

j

■

THE ANTIDOLOR MTG. CO.
09 Main St., Springville. N. Y.

To

■

j

30and 60c

Vacation.
Belfast, April 28tb, A. D. 1921
Upon the annexed Libel, it is ordered by
me, the undersigned, a Justice of said Court,
that notice be given to the Libelee by publishing an attested copy of the same, or an
abstract thereof, together with this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the ReSupreme

or

In Use For Over 30 Years
The

1

ARMY REJECTS

Waldo ss.

head, temples

CASTOR IA

rTHE

government.
The internal revenue receipts from
tobacco for the fiscal year 1020 amounted to .S2P5.S0PH55.44.
Customs duties
provided an additional $25,000,000 in
round figures, making the total revenue
return to the government $320,000,000.

IB

I

|

Doctor’s Book on tlie treatment
of “Every living thing” with

States

NEURALGIA

always

j

THOUSANDS OF MEN

outlay.
The prohibition of tobacco would also
knock a good-sized hole in the receipts jj

But when the extent of the business
involved in the allied interests of the
tobacco trade Is considered, as above
briefly outlined, it is clear that there
is hardly a section of the country that
would not be affected directly or Indirectly by abolishing tobacco.

i

j

I or sale by druggists every where.
HUMPHREYS’ HOME'.). MBniCINI
ffL
Corner William and W
.nu,, NYork.

As for the advertising business,
here again it is impossible to form
any estimate of the enormous annual

plants.

<

~

HUMPHREYS’

products (‘very year.

Influence on Popular Sentiment
It is tiiis interlocking of the tobacco
bus'ness with so many other interests
and the’ vast amount of financial loss
that would be involved in the abolition
of tobacco that is one of liie most serious aspects of the proposal to prohibit the sale of tobacco, a proposal,
however, which 1ms little support by
public sentiment if the newspaper editors of the country are correct in their
estimate of that sentiment.
In a poll of the editors made recently
by the Tobacco Merchants’ Association
of the United States, through the Press
Service Company of New York City,
On per cent of the 7.S47 editors who
replied expressed the opinion that the
people of their common ties were opposed to any law against tobacco. As
these editors represent some 80.000.000
readers the results form a pretty general test of national opinion.
In their remarks accompanying their
replies many of the editors expressed
it as their opinion that the oppos tinn
of their communities to the abolition
of tobacco was bused to some ev ent ut
least on the damage such a change
would do to the business interests of
the community. Tiiis was particularly
true in the tobacco growing states and
centers where there were large tobacco

CASTORIA

t' t letters
testamentary
Wa> re* she being the executr
in and presents saiu uention
n> bond bp
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within
required from
and
c >ntained in the
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 10th dav of
petition for pr
y
May, A. 1). 1921.
Joseph R. Littlefield, late
;
WilPand petition ?•
Eliza C. Hahn of Liricolnville, widow of I tea e I.
Augustine F. Hahn, late of Lincoln* il>, m and that l^ttprs testamentary
he being the execut
said County of Waldo, deeased, havi>
L’.ttlefie'd,
g prein ai d presents said
sented a petition
petition,
praying that an adowance
Elizibeth A Boyd, late of Fr.
may be made to her out of the persona! es- i
tate of said deceased.
ceased
Petition that John |:
Ordered, lhat the said petitioner gives notice nth suitable person may he ,u ;
to all persons interested
by causing a copy of j istrator of said estate, Appo r
this order to he published three weeks suc- ! bond be rcquir d from »a
contained in the petition f
cessively in The Republican
a newsApnlicaton presented by said
paper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, ! and heir at 1 .w of said estatwithin and for said
County, on the 14th day
Eliza A. Bacon, late of Li m
of June, A. D, 1921, at ten of the clock m
tition that Alonzo Bacon
fore noon, and show cause, if
any they have,
able person may be apj m.
why the prayer of said petitioner should not ! of said (State.
Petition
be granted.
Alonzo Bacon, widower and
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
estate.
A true copy.
AttestNettie H. N’ewhall, late
Chas. E Johnson, Register*
ed.
Petition that Ora M. t
At a Probate Court heiu at
beitast, within art suitable person bp appointed
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day f said estate. Petition
preset t.
May, A. D. 1921.
Newhall, widower and heir
Ellen Brown Thompson, widow and heir-at- : UtP.
L.w of the estate of Volney Thompson, late of
Estate of Albert i. Kelly
Montville. in said County of Waido, deceased, t ort. n sail! ( 'i.unty
t W
having presented a petition praying that The tition of Amanda M. Kelley,
City National Bank of Belfast. ,n the County sachusetts, widow and
of Waldo, or some other suitable
of the estate of
person he
Fitzroy h
appointed administrator of the estate of said trustee, under the will of A I
deceased.
the bei efit of parties narn
Ordered, lhat the said petitioner give notice she may 1 e ai \ o nt« d t rue
of said Albert L. Keiley, a.t
to all persons interested by causing a
copy of
this order to be published three weeks succes- ly appointed having ilece;..-sively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper is presented by said A marc a
Estate of Caroline P. K o i; >
published at Belfast, that they may appear at
a Probate
ourt, to be held at Belfast, within port, in said County of VVa.
and for said County, on the 14th
tition
of Amanda M. Kelly t
of
day
May
A. I). 1921 at ten ot the clock befere noon, and chusetts, widow and als » adn
show cause, if any they have, why the
estate
of Fitzroy K-*IJy, a
prayer
of said petitioner shouhl not be granted
under the will of Caroline P
benefit of those named tr.-r
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
A true copy.
be appointed trustee urd
Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
Caroline P. Kelly
Petit. •?.
Amanda M. Kelly.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
The subEsiate of Fusan J. Fly*,
scriber hereby givts notice that he has netn
Petition of Fred
Flye,
duly appointed administrator of the estate of may he licensed to N.
sell ar. !
EDWARD F. BRIDGES, late of Montville,
sale certain real estate situ.u.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
said County of Waldo, be!
bonds as the law directs. All persons having ceased and descril ed in
sac:
demands against the estate of said deceased
Fstate f !<arah E. Stevens
are desired to present the same for settlenn nt
and all indebted thereto are requested to State of Washington, Petr,
Elliott, administrator, that I..
make payment immediately.
I to sell and convey at public
PERCY E BENNER.
certain real estate situate
Montville, Me., May 10, 1921.
County of Waldo, belonging
!
EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE.
The subscriber and described in said petition
notice
that
she has been duly ap- ;
hereby gives
ui
r.mei ivi, rau
h‘
pi inted executrix of the last w ill and testaMontville. Petitn n of Isaa
ment of
! villt, guardian, that he mas

employed
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Probate Notices
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And there are the railroads who reap
from 2.210 uno tons of tobacco

the

CASTORIA

members.

revenue

of

a

age is its guarantee.
For more than thirty
years it
been in constant use for the relief of
Constipation, Fla:
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea;
allaying Feverishne
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and B., A
the assimilation of Food;
giving healthy and natural ;
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

District, and are saving and investing regularly in Thrift tamps and
War Savings Stamps. The total amou.it
invested during the present school year
is estimated by William W. T.
Squire,
educational director of the division, to
run weil up in the fix
figures
Inexplicably, Massachusetts stands fifth among
the six New England states in the number of pupils who belong to these societies and is hard pressed by Vermont,
which has doubled its enrollment within
three fnonths. New Hampshire is in the
lend, with 265 societies and 7420 members; Maine, second, 4255 members; Connecticut, third, 3415 members; Rhode Island, fourth, 3260 members; Massachusetts, fifth, 2905 members, and Vermont,
now gaining
rapidly, sixth, 1865 members. In all New England there are nearly 1000 of the school savings societies, !
representing a gain of about 400, with
10,000 new members,
within three
months. The most noteworthy increase
of all is in Maine, whereon June 30, 1420,
there were only five societies with 388

Humphreys’ Remedies; in
in manufacturEnglish, French, Spanish, Porting tobacco are estimated at $ 1H2.000,- 1 uguese or German—mailed free.
000.
Replacement, up-keep and interPARTIAL LIST
est on the investment make no small
Ho.
for
sum annually.
1. Fevers. Congestions. Inflammations
i
And let realty men note there are
2. Worms, Worm F<.v< r
3. Colic, Crying, Wake-inlne- of 1;. mu
approximately 325.000 tobacco farms
4. Diarrhea of Children and uduits
in ti e country, with a total estimated
7* Coughs. Cold', Bronchitis
valuation of SlGO.obO.uoo. Of further n8. Toothache. I'acea- !i-> Neuralgia
9. Headache. .Sick Ib-adudi-', Wrtigo
teres* to real estate men is the fact
lO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
that there are Tdo.oOo retail establish13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
ments selling tobacco, involving a total
14. Eczema, Eruptions
1 5. Rheumatism, Lumbago
rental and up-keep impossible to esti15. Fever and Ague, Malaria
mate. besides the large amount of of1 7. Piles, Blind, Bleeding. Internal. External
fice space occupied by administrative
19. Catarrh, Jnfluenzti.CoM in !!• ad
20. Whooping Cough
•branches of the general business.
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Dillieult Bn-athhig
Tin* insurance men. too. have their
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
The tobacco
share of the pickings.
30. Urinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
bus Hess pays our annualh S7.ouo.000
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
in premiums in the Knifed Stales.
machinery

is

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pan"
Soothing Syrups. It is pleasant. It
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substar

Reserve

$25,000,000 a Year for Boxes
For example, the tobacco trade consumes each year l5.noo.oni) pounds of
licorice. 5o.ooo.ooo pounds of sugar,
both used in flavoring tobacco, and
(150,000 tons of coal. It is estimated
that the value of wooden cigar boxes
used is $25,000,000 a year, quite an
item to the lumber business and to
manufacturers of the boxes.
In
making these boxes 550.000
pounds of nails are employed. Other
large items used in making and preparing tobacco for sale are tin and
lead foil, paper for hags and cigarette
wrappers, cloth for tobacco bags, labels. coupons, etc., involving the printing trade extensively.
Then building contractors and manufacturers of machinery are largely interested.
Imestmeiits in plants and

What

c
Castoria
is
Drops and

SAVINGS SOCIETIES.

Nearly 23,000 New England pupils belong to school savings societies organized
by the Savings Division
First Federal

For if it weren't for the smokers in
these days of electric lights how many
matches would lie used?
A pretty
small proportion of the number of
these “sticks of blazes” produced in
tlie country every year.
Abolish tobacco and the match business would h#
shot to pieces.
Hut tlie match business is only one
of a dozen or more allied industries
which derive large revenues directly or
indirectly from tlie tobacco trade and
would suffer heavily if national prohibition of tobacco were to go into
effect as some of our reformers would
have it. The annual sales of tobacco
products, based on retail prices, is estimated at $1,937,000,000. Of tlie cost
of producing and selling tills quantity
of cigars, cigarettes end other forms
of the weed, some hundreds of million
dollars are paid out for other tilings
than the raw tobacco and labor of
making it up.

wager your week’s wad that Prince
Albert’s quality and flavor and coolness
and its
freedom from bite and parch (cut out by our exclusive patented process)—will ring up records in your
little old smokemeter the likes of which you never

And,

SCHOOL

lions.

—

infancy'

If you kip leetle pig
You knoW dis was true.
W’at’s become all dal slop
Dere’s puzzle for you!
’Spose dey ever will stop
Mak’ hog of dereself?
A. L. T. Cummings.

By GARRET SMITH
"Clot a match?”
How many times a day is that question asked in these United Stales?
How many more times is the question
unnecessary because most pockets art
kept well supplied witli the useful
little article? Anyhow, Inasmuch ns it
is estimated that there are 30,000.0110
tobacco users in the country, we would
guess that the answer to that question
would run into the hundreds of mil-

A pipe won't burn your
tongue if you smoke R A.!

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which
has h*
in use for over
thirty years, has borne the signature
and has been made under his J.
/r70
S°"al suPervision since its
AUow no Qne tQ deceive
in
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “
Just-as-good are t
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health
Infants and Children—Experience against
Experim,-

in

publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast.in the County of Waldo,the last publication
to be sixty days at least before the next term

of said Court, to be holden at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the fourth Tuesday of
September next, that she may then and there
appear in said Court and answer thereto, if
she see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,
Justice Supreme Jrdicial Court.
of
A
'true
and Older of notice
Libel,
copy
I
thereon.
8w22
Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.

against

I

|

j
I

J

tor.

are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to mak.

j p-yment immediately.
THOMAS G.

SMALL.

ELLER1
Judge
A true copy of the origma
CHAS. E.JOLN

|

Belfast, Me., May 10, 1921.

PRObAlt N01IGCS
To all persons interested in either ot the
estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty-one, The
following matters having been presented for
the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it
is hereby ordered, that notice thereof be given
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to be published once a week for
three weeks successively before th*> second
Tuesday of June, A. D, 1921, in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published and
printed at Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
the Probate Office in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of June, A. D. 1921, at ten o’clock
in th e forenoon, and be heard thereon if they
see causa.

Angelia Gould, late of Monroe, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Cora E. Gould
Ricker, she being the executrix named therein
ana presents said petition.
Alice W. Woodcock, late of Belfast, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof and
that letters testamentary issue to Hartwell L.
Woodcock, he being the executor named therein and presents said petition. Application that
no bond be required from said executor is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Mary A. Emery, late of Belfast, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters testamentary issue to Elsa A. Dusenbury, she being the executrix named therein
and presents said petition.
Application that
no bond be
required from said executrix is
contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Walter E. Warren, late of Jackson, deceased. Will and petition for|>probate thereof and

I

;

Notice is hereby given
appointments have been no

Court, within and for
and State of Maine:
Estate
Thomas
tor

May

the

of John Greer,
Greer of Helm o'
A. D. 10, 1921.

Estate of O.zilla B. Cook
Atla M. Smith of Bethel a[
May 10, 1921.
Estate of William Eadn
Northport. Lelia P. Kotma
Puul B. Scartf of Westfieh
pointed executors May 1*

j

Estate of Charles C. M
f^st.
Lewis F. Marden of
executor Mav 10. A. D, 1921
Estate of Daniel W. 1>.
dom. Alice |T. Dodge of I’
executrix May 10, A D. L*2l
Estate of Robert P. Smu
Mabel M. Smart of Monroe a
May 10. A. D 1921.
Estate of William L. Ha *.
Mary E. Hall of Belfast at
May 10, A. L>. 1921.
Estate of Augustine F. H.coluville. Eliza C. Hahn
pointed administratrix May 1
Estate of Michael C. Steve
son.
Henry M. Stevens of
administrator May 10, A. I>
Estate ot Mary E. Smith, lat
Fred B. Smith of Searsport a;
istrator May 10, A. 1). 1921
Estate of Sophia M. Lowell
Gustavus H. Cargill of 1 it
administrator May P*. A 1> l-f:
Estate of George W. Know!
terport. Frank C. Knowles of
pointed administrator May 10.
1

]
!

j

!
j

!
\

1

Dated at

Belfast,

in said

and State of Maine, this 17th 0“
D, 1921.
CHAS. E-JOHNSON-

|

j
I

j

!
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Proposed

Sales Tax

Hill IS I

Windsor, in the June Popular
Mechanics Magazine.
The “Financial World” says: “It is not
overtaxation that is burdening the world
and stopping its rehabilitation as much as
it is burdensome, unwise and inequitable
taxation.” If business is to recover, it is
absolutely necessary to repeal the present GRATEFUL SON SAYS HIS FATHER
absurd, exasperating, unjust, and expenLOOKS LIKE DIFFERENT MAN
sive system without delay. A member of
SINCE TAKING TANLAC.
the Finance Committee of the

GALE SHEPHERD
m, Columbia

Co., N. Y.
red with Constipation,
and Indigestion for

uid tried all kinds of
relief.

no

! I would have a

the pit

in

of

dull,
my

rally about three or
r eating.
.e(l in the “Troy Times”
and sent to R. tjV

n

store' in Chatham

Before
ie liox, I was relieved
I
no more trouble.
50o. 1

I

\ °s.

desire,

anyone in the same
:s, to take ‘Fruit-

.■

send, and

I would

i'rait-a lives’ in the

CALE SHEPHERD.
50, trial size 25c.
FRUIT-A-TIVES
NSBURG, n y.
■
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ie Abandoned Now?
ink

Fund Workers?

;d facts, in contrast to
r t of 6,945,220 starving
i

.■re:

>f industrious Chinese
on-! children, are deadiin
'rict of the vast China
as

:.:

virtually disappeared

rst affected districts,
an not be overstated acAmerican Committee in
•'ionaries reporting “un1 Ilg,
s cases
limited funds
f workers to feed only
igh to recuperate, others
Tin being turned away.
■Tin
to Mr. Thomas YV.
of the American Cor.i-

king, May 4, brings tljie
the spring harvest jn
Chihli, covering abofat

famine

of the entire
ibsolute loss because of
which will necessitate
persons, now being fed,
1 the summer crop in

Minister to the United
Alfred Sze, who has
;*>ng speaking tour for
imittee, describes the
in try which
he reprd> for any nation to bear
e

Mission Boards and
al Religious Organizaed to Mr. Lamont and
immittee to continue
1 until August,
,e fact that much
ate will he lost unless
from America,

basing

only one question
these victims, given

aves

be abandoned

beport themselves, after
through the winter?

:

now

Department appeals

to

lias assisted in this
aign to respond to the
rman of the American
lima Famine Fund to
iiiitarian service.
VV. THIRLKELD,
Director of Publicity
^

:

iio

t: \MSHIP SUMMER

SERVICE.
Belfast will be placed
Bangor Line June 7,
eamship CAMDEN will
week day for Rockifast, Bucksport, Winjor.
Landing will be
r
commencing June 21.
r service will
begin on
leaving Boston daily
At the same time,
ays.
In* Mt. Desert and Blue
r
Harbor, Bluehill and
ngs will be corresponde

i

H. H.

House said
to me: “In my judgment the present system adds fully 20 per cent to the selling
cost of merchandise, taken as a whole
At present it costs the Government millions a year to collect the tax—and it does
not get near all of it at that.
It costs the
taxpayers many more millions for time,
attorneys, and experts to make out the
annual reports. Even then, no one knows
for several years whether the report is
right—from the revenue department’s
point of view.
It is needless to go into details of the
exasperations of the present system:
Every taxpayer, large and small alike, is
agreed as to this. The question then resolves into, “What is a better method?”
Several bills have already been introduced in the present Congress to substitute a “sales tax.” This has aroused the
most vitriolic and frantic objection on
the part of a few .congressmen. They
have not, so far, offered sound reasons
for their disapproval, although supported
in their attitude by some college professors, and to some extent by the Secretary
of the Treasury.
Perhaps the best explanation of a sales tax is that written
an
eminent
by
financier, Jules S. Bache,
who suggests the following general plan:
A tax of 1 per cent to be paid monthly
on the actual receipts of all engaged in
business, with an exemption of all small
businesses collecting $6,000, or less, per
year Any grammar-school boy can make
up the monthly report for the largest
concern; betakes the total amount collected and if it exceeds $500 he points off
On a monthly collection of
two figures.
$10,000, this would be $100. If some
months exceed $500 and others fall below, a refund is made at the end of the
year if the total 12 months’ reports do
not exceed $6,000. The monthly payment
would prevent the heavy quarterly borrowing at banks, now necessary to many,
and the government, by reason of this
steady, regular flow of money, need not
issue the short-time “certificates” as at
present, on which interest has to be paid.
The 1 per cent is estimated by careful
financiers to produce between $3,500,000,000 and $7,000,000,000, probably about
$5,000,000,000; tins, with the tobacco tax
of $500,000,000 and the equal amount now
collected from personal incomes, should
produce the enormous revenue of $6,000,000,000 annually. With any sort of economy this would be more than required in
peace times.
Tile average increase in the selling cost
of merchandise does not figure over 3 1-4
percent, from the raw material to consumer, against the 20 per cent being added at present to anticipate the excessOn a $50 article,
income tax in force.
such as a suit of clothes, the sales tax
Distributed
cents.
between
would be 50
wool grower, mill, wholesaler, and retailOn
er, the suit could still sell for 550.
the multitude of small purchases of one
dollar or less, the 1 per cent is so small,
it could not increase the retail price, yet
would not be a burden on the seller, who
would gladly absorb it, as his yearly tax
The Illiwould be less than at present.
nois Credit Association voted against a
that
sales tax, on the ground
many deal*
ers were now selling at less than cost the
goods bought by them at war prices But
should a post-war condition, which is
unlikely to occur again for years, we
nope never, sianu in me way 01 a lasting
improvement? And anyway the sales
tax could not go into operation this year,
and readjustments should be pretty well
accomplished within 12 months. Admittedly, a sales tax would not he welcome
to a business being run at a loss, which
On the other hand,
now pays no taxes.
the business of the country is run at a
profit, and a losing business cannot last
The payment of
very long in any event.
510,000 on annual receipts of $1,000,000
would make very little difference, even
if that million receipts showed a loss. No
tax system can ever be devised which
does not hit here and there. The present
one seems to hit everywhere and is full
of injustice and iuequalitie;, for which
there has been and is no relief whatever.
The best test of anything is the verdict
A sales tax
of those who have used it.
of 1 per cent has been in force in the
Philippine Islands for the past 15 years.
For the first few months it was unpopular, but ever since it has met with universal approval.
Any tax system winch
is allowed to continue for 15 years in a
the
taxpayers have any
country where
voice in the matter, must be pretty good.
The Filipinos even have under consideration at the present time an increase in
the rate to 2 per cent, in substitution for
It may
all other taxes of every kind.
dent our pride as financiers to borrow a
tax system from our distant dependents,
who, in years past, have had more publicity as head hunters than economists,
but isjit reasonable to suppose they enjoy
taxpaying auy more than we, and there
is the record of 15 consecutive years as
evidence. Whatever our views, we can’t
get away from those 15 years of satisfied
Ot course it cannot
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toys’ and Girls’ Clubs

Waldo has left the bottom of the list,
passed Aroostook, Knox and Lincoln and
is closely matched against Piscataquis,
!Xc:t i lent example
Androscoggin and Sagadahoc in the
standing of counties in enrollment of
mempointed Public Printer, boys’ and girls’ agricultural club
Waldo is ahead of its record of
bers.
er, is putting the econoof enlactical operation in the May 30th a year ago in the matter

rollment___
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^iltiren
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are troubled with pains o
aches; feel tired; have headacha*
indigestion,insomnia; painful vzzzage of urine, you will find relief la

If you

COLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
and uric acid trouble* ana
National Remedy of Holland since 16*6.
Guaranteed.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Look for the name Gold Model on every box
and accept no iknitation

liver, bladder

FLETCHER’S

I

j

A close friend to over
Three Million Housewives
well

!

KOW DO YOU SA^ IT?

three times
wives who

Common Errors in English
How to Avoid Them

"PERSONS"

AND

and

a

dependable

upon

day

New Perfections have
than their oil cook stoves.

use

no

friends

more

—

New Perfection users pride themselves upon having
clean, cool and comfortable kitchens. 1 nere are no dirty
coal-hod marks on the floor—no litter from kindling
wood, ashes or soot.
With

a

New Perfection Oil Cook Stove

you

can

For best results

use

Socony Kerosene

obtain

exactly the amount of heat you need for each kind of
cooking. The high, white-tipped flame gives an intense
heat for all fast cookin and baking : the long blue
chimney delivers all of it directly to the utensil. Then
?

for simmering and slow buk ng a low,
the work perfectly and economically.

:
;

By C. N. LURIE

hot water on short notice and at a trifling expense. New
Perfection Cook Stoves are made in two, three, and fourburner sizes, with or without warming cabinet; also
one-burner stove with no warming cabinet. They are
sold everywhere by leading dealers. Remember the
New Perfection.
name

3.000,000 homes throughout the country
are

*vvwm^>v» wyi^vwwyv»tgW'vc»,-^

:

over

Cook Stoves
INNew PerfectionforOilwell-cooked
depended
foods. And the house-

anj

even

flame does

The New Perfection Sieve complete with warming cabinet and a New Perfection Oven meets every cooking
need for the average household. And for further convenience, the New Perfection Water Heater will supply
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"PEOPLE."

word

"persons,” used to innumber or a gathering
of human beings, is numerical; the
word "people” is -ollective. The difference in the use of the words may
he illustrated more easily by giving
examples than by liseussing rlie grammatical principles involved.
We say, correctly, "Three persons
entered the theater,” not. "Three people entered th** theater." /hit we
should not say *«r write, ‘‘There was
a
crowd of persons in the theater”;
say. "There was a crowd of people."
The rector was asked, "How many
can he seated in your church?"
He
replied. "We can seat comfortably
about one /thousand fiersons, hut if an
unusual crowd of people wishes to attend tlu* services we can accommodate
more than a thousa id.”
The Standard
IMetionary says. “It would he quite
out of place to say, ‘The pastor de
-ires to meet the young persons of
the church.*”
(Copyr ght.)
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Oil Cook Stoves and Water Heaters
STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

ALWAYS
CONSULT

-C

Being profusely Illustrated

identical items
K&W dealer in
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counts
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base

and
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Pocket
popper
Had
Who
But
How
And

graceless

Peter

quickly,

Penney

NshP-r

,

friends so many,*Y—W s'
spent him every time he came6 In'6'
now hia friends will learn
hard he is to earn.
hide him In deep pockets black as night.
little

[How ftg5tiirted
ELEVATORS.
first power elevator is said to
Otis
in a shop near Yonkers. N. Y. In the
International Exhibition of 1853 in
New York the first elevator with a
safety device was shown. The modern elevator is a descendant of the
ancient hand-power hoists used in
monasteries, where no outsider was
admitted, and goods were introduced

THEhave been produced hy E. G.

little Kicky Hlekel
Was always in a pickle.
By being spent for silly things each day.
Then along came Happy Jaok
With Thrift Stamps on his back;
Bow Hioky nickel's safely stored away.

Mildred Louise Co.,

on infants’ bootees, sacques
and sweaters. Steady home work. Good
Send
pay.
sample or sample stitches of
2w21*
your work.
IRVING WERTHEIM A CO
104 Fifth, Ave., New York City.

v

ex-

haust, a new vacuum device cleans an
automobile top and upholstery and its

clothing

ns

well_

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast,

Special Notice

ing issuing

a

But now he finds it pays
To study Interest's ways
For making his own value quickly double.

trouble

9

P'l*

4l
\
*
•
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Buy G

OVERNMENT

S^CUR.T.

We have

tORRIN

Real Estate and

ES

Mass.

DICKEY,
Insurance,

J.

BELFAST, MAINE.
Phone 126-1.

FORD RUNABOUT
trailer, for sale.
Price, complete, $300. I

Man and Wife, for permanent position.
Must be good cook, and man to care for
grounds and garden. Address Box 115,

Belfast, Maine.;'

BERT L. DAVIS.
~

Wanted at Brooks, Me.

WOMAN WANTED

JUNE FIRST. GOOD WAGES.
Address
E. O. HALL, Belfast, Me.
3w20

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK in
family of two. Apply to
1 MRS. ANSEL M. LOTHROP,
31
6 Franklin Street, Belfast.

Results and

Consequences

S. C. Pattee, ML D.,

NOTICE

A teacher asked her class in spelling
between the
difference
to state the
I forbid any and all persons trusting
words “results” and “consequences.”
account,
A bright girl replied: “Results are anybody on my
i
J. A. CLEMENT,
3w21*
what you expect, and consequences are
May 19, 1921.
Searsport, Maine.
what you get.”

|

lltf

Wanted

with

fine

3w2o

Expert Piano Tuning
and Repairing
LLOYD D. McKEEN,

house and

Belfast, Maine.

a

—

NOTICE

factory.
Apply to

Savings Division, First Federal Reserve District.
Federal Building, Boston, Massachusetts.

Use your home paper when you advertise.
circulation in the city and county.

room

Belfast, May 17, 1921,

I have this day given to my minor son,
Donald W. Hogan, the remainder of the
time during his minority, and shall hereafter claim none of his earnings or pay
any debts by him contracted.
Jackson, Maine, May 12. 1921.
3w20
BERT H. HOGAN.

House for Sale

T

/"5iTv
<

books.

1 reasurer.

Proprietary Syndicata.
‘ic,

new

FULLER C. WEN!WORTH,

A smooth hairless skin for every
may l>e had with the aid of a
little MEDOL paste, made by mixing
a little Medol with water, and apply
to the hairs not wanted and in a jiffy
off.
you can wash the hairs right
Medol is sold inCOc and$1.00 bottles.
American

Savings Bank

hereby given that Savings Bank
Book No. 18317, issued by this bank, has
been lost and application has be :n made for
a duplicate book according to laws regulat-

woman

-•‘Handa Up’'

Tel. 61-3

Notice is

Hair Remover

Master Quentin Quarter
fcr.Qr'
J
being spent like water
By little folks in rather humble station;
But they grew old6r, wiser.
And, while not playing miser,
Bave learned to save him for their educatl

Wss

Maine.

Belfast

We wish to inform the public that we
are doing business all the time and if you
wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.
E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast, Me.
tf 47,

While You Wait.

automobile's

Undertaker

I

Young Bookworm William Dollar,
*/* *1
Aoknowledged a good scholar,
Once thought that interest problems were

W L. COOK

CROCHETERS AND KNITTERS

.fS't

Save Birds to Save Trees
With the idea of saving the beautithe campus of
ful oak trees on
Wellesley college, a number of the
students have organized a bird club,
which will, in every way possible,
endeavor to encourage the presence of
It is thought
birds on the campus.
that the pest of destructive Insects
will be held in check In this manner.

an

ruff, darkens
faded hair, slops falling
and makes it beautiful.
75c and £1.25 a bottle.
-lb. Mass,

Maldeu

-O-—

Operated hy

Malden

g ro '.vs

removes

Experienced

Little Dolly Dime
Used to spend bar time
Chewing gum ana estin'pep'mint candy.
But thoughtful mother taught her
To he a thrifty daughter;
Bow aha always keeps her Thrift Card handy.

by baskets and ropes.
(Copyright.)

HAIR !
hair
dandgray or

MILPREDINA

R EM ED Y

pioneer.
(Copyright.)

-1

GROWER

oetry

oney

the

—

owner’s

direct.

IT'S TIME TO BUY DAIRYING AND HAYING TOOLS.

CHURCH STREET—LOOKING SOUTH

sneer

forebear

a

none, write us

only

inclined,
At

If

buy; Plows,
Patronize the

etc.

sneers

For those who dwelt in Yesteryears,
And from their lives for aye would
cast
The lessons of the storied past,
But for my part my heart runs
o’er
With gratitude in endless store
To those brave souls who sailed
life’s sea
And charted out the course for me.
That I might safer sail and find
to
which
Ports
The
my Soul's
And

your town.

it shows the

to

KENDALL & WHITNEY, PORTLAND, MAINE

THE GRACELESS SNEER.
have

have in mind

you

Harrows, Seeders, Spreaders,

By John Kendrick Bangs.

today

AGRICULTURAL

Our ! 76 Page Good Book (fr ee for the asking)
makes it ever so much easier for you to select your
wants.

wights

ABOUT THINGS

CATALOG

A LINE O' CHEER

PANTS STITCHERS

Cry

Astoria

thinking maybe

»n.u>-

ed accountants are hardly necessary to
check off the two points, nor that an
audit of a lirm’s books could ordinarily
be made in as many hours as it now requires days. The department is steadily
falling behind (the reports for 1918 have
just been reached), and tbis means a still
With the sales
further increase in help.
tax. the greater part of this work would
be
vanish, and most of what remains can
performed by much less experienced and
less expensive clerks. Some would still
be
try to evade their tax, but it would
incomparably easier to detect them, and
after all not so many of us are unpatriotic
or trying to flimflam our Uncle Samuel.
Remember the 15 years.

Mindays.

|JLor

him and he went off to the
Springs,
tne water might help
him but it just looked like nothing would
reach his trouble. Then he tried
dieting
and lived on liquid food until he almost
starved, but even that failed to do him
any good and he just kept going from
bad to worse.
“I don’t guess there ever was a case as
stubborn as his and if there ever was a
confirmed dyspeptic, he was one of them
and I guess he would have been one yet
if it hadn’t been for this Tanlac.
“The first we heard of this medicine
was when my father saw an advertisement in the papers from parties he knew
in Tennessee, who were friends of
his,
aud be knew what they said about it was
the truth, so he got it right away and began taking it.
Well, sir, it acted just
like magic—everybody notices the change
in father. Why, he is just like a different
man and sits down to the table and eats
like a farm-hand
Only yesterday he ate
pork and turnips for his dinner aud ate so
much he we were actually afraid he was
going to overdo the thing, but he laughed
and said nothing hurt him now and tha
he was hungry and expected to eat
“
m ike up for lost time.
“Now, when a medicine will do things
like tuat i think people ought to know
about it and 1 want to say right now that
I would not give one bottle of Tail ac for
all tne other medicines aud health resorts
in the country put together.”
Tanlac is sold in Belfast by Read &
Hills; S. J. Glidden, Freedom; i>. M.
Grant, Bandypoiui; A. M. Ross, Lincoluville; Seaisport Drug Co., and by the
leading druggists in every town.
cure

taxpaying.

■lune 14, the Steamship
will be placed on the
•ind Line, and with the
>m
B.
Fuller will
week day for Portland,
™ the service
will be

He has recontrol.
redit to the various der
they have exhausted!
■Pi rations.
It has been
he Government Printing Offc
orders from the depart1
they have exceeded the
Prade to them by Congress.
lf that
practice has been to
oiress of the power to limit
t
Printing. Mr. Carter, who
Printer and a sound business
hr H.
t,. r_
Prop0geg that the directions
shall be followed so far as
it
S!*y in the matter. When a
11,
as exhausted its
|
appropriait must go to Congress
jr
irt
authorization before he will
t;
'"tirig for jf
fci
if seems quite
President Harding made a
when he chose a man to
'he nation’s most expensive
&[,

“My father has suffered from chronic
stomach trouble for over twenty years
and has paid out thousands of dollars for
medjcines and doctors,” said G. W. Slayton, a well-known Cohb County farmer,
living a short distance out of Atlanta,Ga!
“We tried nearly everything trying to

Masonic

lemple.JRoom^.

Residence a! 45

j

High Street.

TelephoneJ338-2

10

street, near the pants factory. Mrs. Bartlett was driving and turned into a dooryard jityst as Carr came,along on hia cycle.
She was thrown out and somewhat
hurt. She was taken home in the Davis
car, and her horse, which had run away,
was stopped in the eastern village.
Carr
was taken into the home of J. C. Lomwhere
it was found that his injurbard,
ies were not serious.

Not Gone
Contrary to reports that
closing out our
business, this ?s to adwe are

The Methodist- and Congregational
parishes united in Memorial services at
the Congregational church on Sunday
wsb
trimmed
morning. The church
with flags and evergreen wreaths and in
the chancel red tiilips and red geraniums
were u ed with good effect
Mr. James
B Sweetser, the only Civil War veteran
able to attend, was accompanied by a
group of World War soldiers in uniform.
The choir rendered a patriotic anthem,
and Rev. N. F. Atwood of the Metho-

vise that our Belfast
business will be continued under the supervision of Mr. JOEL F.
PRESCOTT in my ab-

By

GOODHUE & CO.
A. P. Goodhue.

dist church delivered an able sermon,
taking “Peace” as his theme. The at-

tendance

was

large.

edition of the
Opeechee
the Searsport High School
paper is now on sale. Last year’s Chronicle was especially good, but we think
the 1921 number equals or exceeds it’s
predecessors. It contains 43 pages, inThe

1921

Chronicle,

SEARSPORT
er

Charles Whittier shipped on the steamRipogenus for Norfolk, Thursday.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Swift of Thomaston
motored to Searsport Sunday for the day.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet on Thursday
with Mrs. Atwood at the Methodist parsonage.
;

Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Glifiden of Belfast
in town last Wednesday calling on
friends.
were

change.

Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Littlefield and son
George returned Tuesday from a motor
trip to Ripogenus Dam.

!

j

Mr. and and Mrs. Fred Gilkey of Camden were among the out of town peopl
here to see the work of the storm.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Gilkey, Mrs. Livona
Williams and Miss Faustina Harding made
up a motor party to Bath Saturday.

|

E. Adams le.t ^Saturday for
where she spent! the holiday
the guest of Mr. and Mrs; Fred Harris.
C.

Boston,
as

Frank Studly has bought the Thomas
Rich place in the Eastern village and
will move there with his family this

week,
Eugene E. Lincoln, who is spending
several weeks at Grinnell Inn, went to
Rockland Saturday for a visit of several
days.
The Delta Alpha class of the M. E.
Sunday school gave a successful supper
and soe;al in the church vestry on Friday
evening.

Sidney M. Webber has arrived from
Boston, and his family is stopping temporarily at the A. T. Whittier house on
Union street.
»

Miss rlorence Colcord

arrived Satur-

manager,

Claire

The Searsport people who were injured

Mrs. Frank Ciark of Easton is the guest
of her sister, Mrs. Amos Simpson, on
Union street.

Mrs.

Business

Shute, ’21; assistant business manager,
Stanley Card.

Capt. Amos Nichols and F. W. Gilkey
left by auto Thursday on a business trip
to Boston.

Methodist
The Ladies’ Aid of the
church will meet on Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. N. F. Atwood at the parsonage.

cluding editorals, Literary department,
Athletics, Alumni, Exchanges and a
Post Script, besides advertising matter,
The Editorial Board consists of R. Isabelle
Closson, ’21, Editor-in-Chief; Margaret
Littlefield, ’21, Assistant Editor; Myra L.
Webber, ’22, and Frances Rogers, ’22,
Literary editors; Lucy A. Curtis, ’21,
Alumni, and Henry Rogers, ’24, Ex-

in Sunday’s cyclone are reported improving. Mrs. John Frame is suffering much
from shock and from severe bruises and
contusions. Mr. L. M. Sargent is helpless in bed, but his condition is considerMiss O. J. Lawrence, who
ed favorable.
occupied the upper apartment in the
Webber house, is the guest for a .few
days of Mrs. E. D. P. Nickels. Later
she will move into the upper apartment
Mrs. S. M. Webof the Sweetser house.
ber and children and her mother, Mrs
Pattee, are guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Whitcomb until arrangements can be
made for them to rent. They contemplate the rebuilding of their home, as do
It is
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
thought that the Havener house is wrecked beyond repair.

Mt. Prospect cemetery last week and
buried beside his wife.

Capt. and Mrs. Oscar Ellis of Brewer
drove down in their car last Saturday for and
relatives, was in town on Sunday,
a visit.of a few days with Mr. and Mrs.
accompanied by Mr. James White of
Edgar M. Colcord.
Lewiston to whom she will be married in
Scores of friends exMr. and Mrs. A. M. Ames returned to the near future
their Church street residence on Satur- press felicitations.
day after being located with the former’s
Mrs. Annette G. (Hobbs) Dickey, widow
mother since last fall.
;
of Lorin A. Dickey, died on the 24th at
The Misses Mary and Harriet Hichborn her home in the north part of the town,
aged 82 years She is survived by two
are expected'to anive June 1st and open
their home on Church street, after having sons, Lloyd A. who lived with her and
been absent in Portland for the past year. Lemuel who lives in Searsport. The funeral was held Friday afternoon, Rev. N.
Mr. and Mrs. Angus W, Holmes re- F. Atwood of Searsport officiating, and
turned to their home in Portland in a the burial was in the northern
cemetery.
new car on Friday after a
visit with
Rev. John Cummings preached an able
their parents and other relatives in town.
memorial sermon at the Congregational
Mrs. A.D.Coose, returning from a brief church Sunday
evening, which to the revisit in Boston, and her daughter, Miss gret of his
parish was also his farewell.
Marie Coose, who has been absent for Mr.
ummings while a student at the
several months, arrived home Saturday Bangor
Seminary has served the parmorning.
ishes at the village and at Sandypoint
Col. Goethels, son of Gen. Goethels, and with distinction and has made friends in
He leaves with the best
other representatives of the receivers of all circles.
the East Coast F sheries Co. were in town wishes of a host of friends.
last week looking over the local cannery
Owing to the trestle damage at the
of the company.
coal pockets, donkey engines have been
Salmon in abundance have been caught landed at the big Cape Jellison terminal
in local weirs for the first time in years. and a barge of coal will be discharged
Some of the lucky fishermen have taken there this week. The S. S. Ripogenus,
8 and 12 at a tide. This is reminiscent of with repairs completed, sailed last Wednesday for Norfolk and will return to the
the old days, but too good to last.
Cape to discharge if the experiment in
The Misses Elizabeth, Evelyn and Ethel
handling coal there proves reasonably
Colcord arrived on the Boston boat Thursefficient, otherwise she will go to Bangor,
day morning, and have opened their Main according to current report.
street residence after passing the winter
in Boston.
W. C. French of
now manror unavoidable reasons

Memorial Day
was without formal observance.
Scores
visited the cemetery which was cared for
as never before in years and flowers were
taken in abundance.
Capt. Harry Hichborn,

master of the
who with Mrs.
in town last week visiting
his mother, Mrs. Hattie C.
Hicnborn, and
other relatives, left Saturday morning.
Red

D liner

Hichborn

the sessions of the Grand Chapter, O. E.
an officer. I

S., of which she is

Clifton Havener of Worcester, Mass,
arrived recently for a few days, stopping
with his parents, Mr, and Mrs. L. C.
Havener at the Joseph Curtis house.
Capt. and Mrs. Andrew M. Ross who
spent the winter at their bungalow in
Tampa, Florida, arrived Saturday and
have opened their summer heme
in

The Pejepscot Paper Co.’s tow
boat,

Phillips Eaton, came to the Stockton
yard on Saturday for minorrepairs whic.i
were expected to take but a few
days,
during which time Capt. Shute was at
his home in this village.

The numerous friends of Mr. and- Mr
George S. Wardwell will be interested to
learn that Mrs. Wardwell was successfully moved from Bangor to Dorchester,
Mass., recently, and is located at a convalescent’s home at 102 Center street.

The
Later Notes of the Storm.
Lawrence Hamilton buildings on Jackson
Mrs. oarah Jordan lias the felicitations
avenue were destroyed, when Mis. Josiah
Hamilton and other members of the fam- of all old friends in the blessing of having
arrived at the age of 95 on May 10th with
ily received minor injuries....Barbara, the
clear mentality, even if afflicted with
baby daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W.
failed vision. Her
birthday, with all of
Webber, whose home was wrecked, was
! in her carriage near the chimney when it her surviving children present, was a
notable occasion.
fell, and she escaped injury....A rain barrel standing in Fred Perkins’ yard was
Mrs. Lillias S. Emery arrived
I lifted up 10 feet and whirled around in afternoon from an absence ofSaturday
several
the air like a top....A flat-bottomed boat montns and
immediately reopened her
hauled up on Capt H. G. Curtis’ shore Maple street
residence, accompanied by
rose in the air and sailed across the Curtis
her sister, Mrs. Everett S. (irant of New
held, tearing limbs off trees as it went. Haven, Conn., who will remain for an
It finally broilght up against a tree in indefinite time.
Mossman’s field, smashing the tree and
Stanley Healey, a yeoman at the Coco
coming to a stop standing upright with
its bow driven into the ground a foot.... A I Solo naval station. Canal Zone, who was
hen was sitting on thirteen eggs in Will granted a 30-days’ furlough upon receivRich’s barn. The barn fell and another ing word of the critical condition of his
the hen was mother, the late Mrs. A. D. Brewer, ari barn on top of it, but when
! excavated, it was found that she was rived last Thursday morning and was the
guest for a few days at the home of Capt.
alive and well, and had hatched out
and Mrs. Eldcn S. Shute.
twelve healthy chickens.A man on
Steamboat avenue happened to be hand-'
; ling an anchor when the cyclone arrived.
I He was lifted bodily and deposited in
Opeechee stream. He thinks he is lucky
to have been anchored, otherwise he
might have sailed into Penobscot Bay.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

table
BRAND
coffee

Main St

The dates in June for the ever popular
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence L. Gilkey and McKeen’s orchestra are llie 2nd, 9th and
little son Raiph of Bangor were the 17th.
guests over the week-end and Memorial
Manager Wardwell offers Dorothy DalDay of Capl. and .Mrs. W. R. Gilkey and
ton in “Black is White” ou June 7th—a
Mrs. Pyam Gilkey.
j
Paramount picture.

Mrs. Elizabeth Allen, who spent the
winter at the home of her son, Andrew
W. Allen in Orange, N. J., has returned
to Searsport and opened her home on
West Main street.
The mid-week priyer meetings which
have for several months been held on
Friday evening at 7 15 in the Congregational vestry, will hereafter be held on
Wednesday evening at 7 30.
Steamer Ripogenus, after being ou dry
dock at Cape Jellison dock for several
weeks^Ondergoing repairs, sailed May
25th for Norfolk, Va., tc load coal for the
Great Northern Paper Co.

Capt. and Mrs. C. N. Meyers left Friday for Newton, Mass., where they will
be present at the graduation exercises of
Mt. Ida School.
Violet Meyers, is

Their
a

daughter,

Caracas,

was

|

day from Portland where she attended

ager of the Crafts’
has been spending
fast friends.

SDCEjNY
REG. U.S, PAT, OFF.

GASOLINE
and

^folaring
Get the most out

Rockland,
a

store in Greenville,
few days with Bel-

BORN
_

Bagley.
CROSS.
Mrs. Perley

DODGE.

ofyour car by put-

In Troy, May 20, to Mr. and
Bagley, a son, Olney Willis.

Mis. O. R.

In Knox, May 22, to Mr. and

Cross,

a

son.

In Belfast, May 18, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick E. Dodge, a
daughter,
Helene Myrtle.
Dotten
In Bangor, May 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Dotten of Baltimore
and Winterport,
a
daughter, Frances

ting

Elizateth.
Goodrich.

to Mr.

and

In East Belfast, May 23,
Mrs. Clarence Goodrich, a

oaughter, Norma Elaine.
Harvey. In Belfast, May 15. to Mr.
and Mrs. Josiah
Harvey, twin sons,
Shedrick R. and Shirley C.
Hurder. In Belfast, May 19, to Mr.
and Mrs. Benj. Hurder, a daughter.
Ladd. In Belfast, June 1, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hiram A. Ladd, a
son, Warren
YOUNG.
Mr.

and

In
Mrs.

daughter, Mary

Winterport, May 24,
Carleton E. Young,

Goery Gallons

a

MARRIED.

the Same”

MERRITHEW-EEACH.
In
Portland,
May 24, by Rev. Arthur R. Chase,
Charles B. Merrithew and Mrs. Hannah
S. Beach, both of Belfast.
Whitten-Chaples. In Belfast, May
25, by Rev. William Vaughan, Leon
Burleigh Whitten
and
Inez Georgia
Chaples, both of Belfast.

I

26 Broadway

Johnson. Ill Belfast, May 28, Maria
S., wife of Charles E. Johnson, aged 78

You 11 take

days,

denial

no

lin

When you give it one

trial

No Extra Charge
If you buy on
divided payments

careful

AROMA is

blending.
delightfully pleasing

stimulating

Mrs. Annie S. Park arrived from Reto pass

usual.

If you buy securities on divided pay me m
from the ordinary utility company or inv<ment house you pay an extra charge
handling the divided payments.

appetizing,

WEBSTER THOMAS,

every
grocery store in
town carries it.

Prospect cemetery.

and

the appetite.

Practically

The remains of William Q. Spinney
were broyght from Belfast last Thursday
for burial in the family lot in Mount

The sign of a reliable dealer
and the world’s best Gasoline

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK

_DIED.
years and 7

Tea 8c Coffee
219 state

Street,

best.

to

Alice.

QUALITY is superior, finding quick favor because of its goodness.
FLAVOR is different than
others-produced by

Mrs. Mabel Bumps with her daughter
and son-in-law were the guests last week
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Dunham.

in the

i

Harding.

ITS—

The Swanville Dramatic Club will bring
the drama “Bar Haven” to Deuslow hall
on the night of Tuesday, June 14th.

vere, Mass., Saturday morning
the summer in her hometown as

Mrs. L. Manon Dickey of Portland,
whose notable success as an agent of the
New York Life Insurance Co. commands
the admiration of her Stockton friends

■

Co.,
Boston

If you

The ashes of E. C. Simpson, who died
last winter in Boston, were brought to

tra

Miss

buy from
charge.

us

you pay

no

suet

*

graduate,

Dr. and Mrs. Edw'ard S. Calderwood of
Roxbury, Mass.; spent the week-end at
their cottage on Pleasant Point. They
entertained Dr. and Mrs. William Thomas of Dorchester, the party returning to
Boston Monday.

YOU GET EXACTLY THE SAME PRI(
THAT YOU WOULD IF YOU BOUGHT
THOUSAND SHARES FOR CASH.

Miss Dorothy Packard, daughter of
Burton Packard of Sebec Lake, arrived
Friday from Bucksport Seminary, where
she is a student, to spend the week-end
and holiday as the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. Henrietta R. Young.

get 6 l-2% interest
divided payments, too.

Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Havener arrived
Monday night by auto from Worcester,
Mass.
They came in response to a telegram which notified them of the destruction of their summer home by the cyclone May 22d.
Miss Evelyn Young, R. N., of Mineola,
L. I., who has been spending a month’s
vacation in Searsport as the guest of her
mother, Mrs. Henrietta Young, left Monday for New York. Miss Young holds
the position of anaesthetist at the Nassau
Hospital, of which she is a graduate.

Yes, and

Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Sheldon and
Alfred T. Sheldon of Newton, Mass., and
Mrs. David Bartlett of Cooperstown,
North Dakota, their house guest, arrived
in Searsport Sunday morning by auto,
and were the guests until Monday of Mrs.
A. T. Whittier, at the home of‘Capt. and
Mrs. D. C. Nichols.
Dr. E. H. Durgin ard his daughter, Dr.
Ruby Durgin, both of Cupertino, Calif
arrived last Wednesday fora brief visit,

and while in town were the guests of
Mrs. Mial Sargent and Miss Alda M. Sargent, R. N. Dr. Durgin was located it
Searsport for several years, and left town
23 years ago to settle on the West coast.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shorey and
daughter Eleanor of Bath came to Searsport to spend the week-end with Mrs.
Shorey’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Sargent. Both Mr. Shorey and the little girl were injured in the cyclone of
May 22nd. Mr. Shorey was but slightly
hurt, but the little girl was badly cut,
several tendons being severed in one
hand.
Mrs. Frank Curtis and daughter Loesarrived Friday by auto from B oston.
Mrs. Curtis has been away several weeks
/during which time she visited in New
York, New Hampshire and Boston, joining Capt. Curtis at the latter port, and
accompanying him to Poughkeepsie in
the S. S. Iowan, of which he is in command. She was accompanied on the trip
from Boston by Mrs. Harry Perry.
sa

A motorcycle ridden by Maynard Carr,
came into collision with Mrs. Rufus Bartett’a team Monday afternoon on Main

Firestone Cord Tires
Tire repair men, who judge values best, class these tires as having the
sturdiest carcass made. Forty-seven high-grade car manufacturers use
them as standard equipment. They are the quality choice of cord users.

30x3^-inch Cord
“
“
32x4

34x4H

“

-

-

New Price $24.50
“

-

-

“

“
-

“
“

-

PORTLAND (MAINE) BRANCH.
BELFAST, MAINE, B. O. NORTON

46.30

54.90

on

y

Perhaps that is why 993 Maine men
on dr
women are today buying
our^stock
ed payments-and the number is steav
increasing.

30x3^ Standard Non-Skid Tire
This new low price
is made possible
by strictest economies and specialized production.
Plant No. 2 was
erected for the sole
purpose of making
30x33/‘>-inch NonSkid fabric tires.
With a daily capacity of 16,000 tires and 20,000 tubes, this plant permits refined production on a quantity basis.
All materials used are the best obtainable. The quality is uniform.
It is the best fabric tire ever offered to the car owner at any price.

you

Why don’t you too invest on the sav
plan, and have your money earn 6 1-2%V
Anyway, send for information about
plan of piling up money for the future.

Central Maine Power

Company

Augusta, Maine.
W. J. Burns, Windsor

Carpenter Work
Done at Reasonable Prices.

RALPH RICHARDS,
3 Charles Street,
2w21

•

Hotel, Belfast, Representative

WANTED
One

seamer

pocket girls

Belfast JELLISON'S.

and two
at

FURNISHED

TENEMEN
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TO RENT FOR THE
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Mr. and Mrs. E. P.
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